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BRUNSWICKS SBP HELPS TAME PRODIGIOUS PRESSURES
Brunswick’s unique Strickland “B”
Process (SBP) cures a multitude of

headaches in the pressure vessel

field because of its unique combina-
tion of features. From rocket motor
cases to helium-nitrogen bottles,

SBP filament-wound laminates give

the highest strength-to-weight
ratios possible, plus resistance to

extremely high temperatures (up to

600° F). Tough SBP laminates are

also ideal for pressure vessels that

undergo many operating cycles.

Not just another filament-winding
process. Brunswick SBP is an ex-

clusive machine method for precise

placement of fiberglas filaments.

Each roving is nested and packed
for the highest glass-to-resin ratio,

and hence highest strength.
Strength can be further increased

by stress designing bodies to meet
special types and areas of pressure.

And the system permits mass pro-

duction of shapes to meet the most
exacting space-age specifications.

Continuing, extensive research and
development projects have given
Brunswick a special knack for solv-

ing strength and leakage problems,

in existing fields as well as new and
more difficult areas of design, de-

velopment and fabrication. Talk to

Brunswick about the multitude of
advantages SBP laminates offer.

Write or call: Brunswick-Balke-
Collender Company, Defense Prod-

ucts Division Sales Manager, 1700
Messier St., Muskegon, Michigan.

BRUNSWICK
makes your ideas work

5,000 GALLONS OF FUEL— ROLLING IN UNIQUE TIRE-LIKE CONTAINERS

CALLED ROLLI-TANKER— ARE CAPABLE OF FOLLOWING AMAZING

"GO-ANYWHERE" TIRES INTO HERETOFORE IMPASSABLE AREASI

GOOD/YEAR

LET YOUR PROJECT UTILIZE THIS AMAZING

mobility



MAGNESIUM "SUGAR SCOOP” HELPS REGULUS II BREATHE

Huge thin-wall magnesium casting satisfies appetite for air

At supersonic speeds more than ten miles above the earth.

Chance Vought Aircraft's Regulus II consumes enormous
quantities of air through a 150 lb. magnesium casting.

This complex, close tolerance magnesium casting supplies

air for the Regulus’ powerful J-79 jet engine. It also provides

ducting for boundary layer control and for air conditioning.

Nominal thickness on walls and webs is 0.24 inch and the

solid leading edge tapers to a 0.015 inch cast radius. Cast-

ing tolerance is 4- or —0.03 inch on dimensions up to 12

inches, with an additional + or —0.002 inch per inch

on dimensions above that. That's real casting accuracy!

This air scoop is an excellent example of the versatility and

usefulness of magnesium alloy castings in aircraft design.

Thin-wall casting designs can be produced in magnesium
to replace complicated, costly fabrications involving several

production operations.

For more information about magnesium sand castings and
their use in aircraft design, contact your nearest magnesium
foundry or Dow sales office.

MAGNESIUM DESIGN, a 235-page handbook, discusses In detail: properties, struc-

tural design, product design including castings and mill products, fabrication and

copy contact a Dow sales office or write to THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANT, Midland,
Michigan, Department MA 1463K-3.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON

AVIATION CALENDAR

Dec. 27-30—Fifth Annual Meeting. Ameri-

can Astronautical Society. Hotel Statlcr.

Washington, D. C. Meeting will he

held in conjunction with the 123th An-
nual Meeting of the American Assn, for

the Advancement of Science.

Dec. 27-30—Fifth King Orange International

Model Plane Meet. Miami. Fla.

Dec. 30—Scientific Manpower Conference.

Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington. D. C.
Sponsors: Engineering Manpower Com-
mission of Engineers Joint Council. Sci-

entific Manpower Commission. National

Research Council. National Science

Foundation, and the Engineering Section

of the American Assn, for the Advance-

Jan. 12-14—Fifth National Symposium on
Reliability and Quality Control in Elec-

tronics. Bcllcvue-Statlcr Hotel. Phila.

Jan. 12-16—1959 Annual Meeting and En-
gineering Display. Society of Automotive
Engineers. Sheraton-Cadillac and Statlcr

Hotels. Detroit. Mich.
Jan. 13-14—Symposium on Cathode Ray
Tube Recording, sponsored hv Systems

Development Corp,. Engineers Club.

Dayton. Ohio.

Jan. i9-21— 11th Annual Convention. Heli-

copter Assn, of America. Villa Hotel. San
Mateo. Calif,

Jan. 21-23—South West Electronic Exhibit.

Arizona State Fairgrounds. Phoenix. Ariz.

Jan. 26-27—Annual Meeting. Assn, of Local

and Territorial Airlines. National Aviation

Club. Washington. D. C.
Jon. 26-29—27th Annual Meeting. Insti-

tute of the Aeronautical Sciences. Sliera-

ton-Astor Hotel. New York. N. Y. Honors
Night Dinner. Jan. 27.

Jan. 27-29— Fifth Annual Radar Symposium
(classified), Rockham Bldg.. University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor. Mich.
Jan. 27-30—1 5th Annual Technical Confer-

(Contimicd on page 6)

FAIRCHILD’S NEW 1 INCH

PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

For write Fairchild Controls Corporation, Dept. 23 Y

COMPONENTS DIVISION

Pressure Transducers • Accelerometers
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® 9% Nickel Alloy Steel

for the world’s coldest applications

down to -320° F

Nothing gets much colder than liquid nitrogen, which

exists at temperatures of minus 320° F and below. At

such temperatures, most container materials get brittle

—lose their toughness.

To meet the need for an economical material that can

be used for low-temperature pressure vessels, U. S. Steel

is making an alloy steel containing 9% nickel. This steel

is stronger, tougher and less expensive than other metals

used for handling liquefied gases such as methane, oxy-

gen, and nitrogen. For test purposes, plates in thicknesses

of ‘A and H inch are ready for immediate delivery.

Sheet sizes and heavier plates, as well as structural

shapes, bars, and semi-finished products, are also avail-

able upon inquiry.

Higher Strength. USS 9% Nickel Steel can be fur-

nished to meet all requirements of ASTM Specification

A-353, Grades A or B. The ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code allows a maximum working stress of 22,500

psi for 9% Nickel Steel. This is about 17% higher than

allowed for other metals used for this purpose.

Greater Toughness. The toughness of9% Nickel Steel

has been well established in drop tests of actual vessels

containing liquid nitrogen at minus 320° F. Charpy

keyhole-notch impact values have been observed to be

as high as from 31 to 38 ft.-lbs. at minus 320° F, from

73 to 84 ft.-lbs. at room temperature.

Weldability. Joints of 100% efficiency are possible

with either manual or automatic welding in the inert gas

metal-arc process. Suitable welding rods are available.

Weight Reduction. Greater strength permits USS9%
Nickel Steel to be used in thinner sections with substan-

tial weight reduction. This is important for stationary

storage and shipboard storage tanks for methane—and
for other severe low-temperature storage applications.

Lower Costs. The steel itselfcosts less than competing

materials by about 40% —and products such as tanks

and heads can be made stronger with less material.

We urge you to consider USS 9% Nickel Steel for

better, less expensive low-temperature vessels.



Engineering aircraft components
to meet the needs of* modern speeds

More strength and efficiency with less weight . . . that’s the story of the ever-increasing demands

in today’s and tomorrow’s aircraft performance requirements.

Through vigorous design research, and constant developments in structural concepts and materials, Rohr

engineers are keeping up with . . . and ahead of these demands in the production of aircraft components.

It’s another reason for Rohr’s position as leader in the design and production of major components for flight.

MAIN PUNT AND HEADQUARTERS: CHUU VISTA, CALIF.; PUNT: RIVERSIDE. CALIF.; ASSEMBLY PUNTS: WINDER. GA.; AUBURN. WASH.

ARC’S TYPE 21 A AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER

As every pilot knows, a reliable ADF is still a basic and useful

navigation aid. Throughout the world there are some 60,000

transmitters that offer pin-point guidance, over land and sea.

ARC'S Type 21 A ADF can be depended upon for precision

homing under long-continued use in humid tropics, frigid north-

lands or burning deserts. It is one of ARC’S outstanding con-

tributions to air navigation. Its low weight (less than 20 pounds)

and compactness make dual installations practicable even in

light twins. If you plan to modernize existing equipment or are

purchasing a new aircraft, specify the Type 21A for a long

term investment in air safety.

Ask your ARC dealer for a quotation on this and any of the

other ARC equipment listed below.

TYPE 21 A ADF WEIGHS ONIY 19.7 POUNDS

J^adio (Corporation boonton, n. j.

Dependable Airborne Electronic Equipment Since 1928

OMNI/LOC RECEIVERS • MINIATURIZED AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDERS • COURSE DIRECTORS • IF RECEIVERS AND LOOP DIRECTION FINDERS

UHF AND VHF RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS IS TO 380 CHANNELS) • INTERPHONE AMPLIFIERS • HIGH POWERED CABIN AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

10-CHANNEL ISOLATION AMPUFIERS • OMNIRANGE SIGNAL GENERATORS AND STANDARD COURSE CHECKERS • 900-2100 MC SIGNAL GENERATORS



The strange shape

I

of defense

This plastic balloon, resting on a mobile trailer bed

like a golf ball on a tee, protects the new Hughes three-

dimensional radar antenna.

Frescanar, the exclusive system combining high-
speed data processors and a frequency scan radar
antenna, has been developed by Hughes engineers in

Fullerton, California.

Sensitive to the inadequacies of conventional radar,

these Hughes Fullerton engineers have devised a radar
antenna whose pointing direction is made sensitive to

the frequency of the electromagnetic energy applied to

the antenna. This frequency sensitivity results in the
radar beam being radiated from the antenna at differ-

ent angles, depending on the frequency of the energy
supplied. With the supply of a succession of frequen-

cies, the antenna beam can be moved through a suc-

cession of positions. Utilizing this advanced technique,

range, bearing and altitude can be detected ... on a
single antenna.

This Hughes-developed radar system has been com-
bined with compact, high-speed Hughes data proces-
sors to provide a completely self-sufficient, mobile
radar defense system.

Other Hughes projects provide similarly stimulating
outlets for creative engineering talents. Current areas
of Research and Development include Advanced Air-
borne Electronics Systems. Space Vehicles, Nuclear
Electronics. Subsurface Electronics, Ballistic Missiles

. . . and many more. Hughes Products, the commercial
activity of Hughes, has assignments for imaginative
engineers for research in semiconductor materials and

The diversity and advanced nature of Hughes proj-
ects provides an ideal environment for the engineer
or physicist interested in advancing his professional

Microwave & Storage Tubes Reliability Engineering
Field Engineering Systems Analysis
Quality Control Circuit Design
Semiconductors Communications
Digital Computer Engineering Radar

Write in confidence, to Mr. Phil N. Scheid,

Hughes General Offices. Bldg h-B-i, Culver Cily, California.

The West's leader in advancedELECTRONICS

HUGHES
Cutter aiy.H^*,

C°MPANV

Fullerton and Los Angeles, California
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SEE IT ON ALCOA THEATRE!

ICED ALUMINUM
FOR THE JET AGE

Tune in Monday Night, Dec. 29, NBC-TV

Don’t miss this interesting glimpse into the Jet Age.

See Alcoa pack huge roll-tapered aluminum wing sections in dry ice for shipment from its Davenport,

Iowa, Works to Douglas Aircraft, Long Beach, Calif. The dry ice chills the aluminum to minus 50 to minus 60

degrees F. It prevents age hardening of the metal. The aluminum cannot be allowed to age harden before

Douglas forms it to the exact wing curvature needed on the new DC-8 Jet Airliner.

You’ll see Alcoa® Aluminum applications on the new Convair 880 and the Boeing 707 on

this Jet Age Alcoa Theatre commercial, too.

Sit Back and Relax . . . Enjoy the Show Too

see "THE DARK FILE," starring KIM HUNTER

. . . should a doctor’s wife ever become involved

in his cases?

yA'
ALCOA
THEATRE
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Pneumatic Power Package

Designed, developed and manufactured
exclusively by Randall Engineering
Corporation for use in a flight control

system for a space vehicle and integrates

the following components

:

RANDALL
ENGINEERING

CORPORATION E£=“
ISawsr*

EDITORIAL

Laurels for 1958

t the major peats c

y above the plains Oi

We are reaching the end of another tumultuous and
exciting year in the aviation business and its related tech-

ippropriate to look back

achievement that stand

ready progress.

This year now ending has seen the technological race

between the U.S. and the Soviet Union develop into

such sharp and obvious focus that it is no longer fashion-

ible even in the highest political circles to disdainfully

a race with anyone over anything.” Recovering from the

shock of the Soviet Sputniks and long-range missile

achievements, the democratic process ground slowly but

surely toward putting our own technical effort on a

broader and sounder base and cranking in a small mea-

sure of acceleration. Once again, though, the list of

goats who have thrown sand into this accelerating ma-

chinery or have pleaded to allow the cobwebs of com-

placency to grow undisturbed would be perhaps even

longer than those who merit kudos. Here are the people

and organizations we think made significant contribu-

tions during 1958:

• Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and General Electric Co.

Gas Turbine Division for bringing the world altitude

record back to the U.S. and setting a new world speed

record with the F-104 Starfighter powered by the J79
turbojet. Speed 1,404.19 mph. and altitude 91,249 ft.

• Jet Propulsion Laboratory of CalTech and the Army's

Ballistic Missile Agency at Redstone Arsenal for success-

fully placing three Explorer satellites into orbit that

contributed to new knowledge on outer space.

• Dr. Janies Van Allen and his Iowa State University

group for their instrumentation of the Army Explorer

satellites and the Army and USAF Pioneer moon probes

that discovered and outlined the intense radiation belt

that now bears Van Allen’s name.
• Maj. Gen. Joseph “Smoky” Caldara for his intense,

persistent campaign to reduce aircraft accidents and his

successful blunt diplomacy in getting equipment manu-
facturers and operational commands to work more effec-

tively on solving basic safety problems.
• Pan American World Airways for becoming the first

U. S. flag line to operate jet transports across the North
Atlantic and assisting National Airlines to become the

first to operate jet transports in domestic service.

• The 322nd Air Division based at Evercux and Dreux,
France, and commandered by Col. Clyde Box for its

effective logistic support of the Lebanon crisis operations

with its C-l 30 turboprop transports.

• Rear Adm. John S. Thach and his task force ALFA for

his efforts in developing new anti-submarine warfare tech-

niques and cutting through Department of Defense red

tape to establish direct and effective contact with indus-

trial organizations capable of tackling the many unsolved

problems in this vital area.

• Rep. John McCormack for his understanding and
speedy handling of the legislation establishing the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration as House
majority leader and chairman of the Select Committee
on Astronautics and Space Explorations.

• Sen. Leverett Saltonstall for his courageous initiative

in tackling the vital problem of eliminating the mass of

outmoded legislation that now hampers effective military

procurement of complex modern weapons and making
the first effort to develop new procurement legislation

that fits the modem problem.
• William Allen, president of Boeing Airplane Co. for

continuing his able and courageous spearheading of the

aircraft industry’s battle against arbitrary and inequitable

handling by the Federal Renegotiation Board.

• Maj. Gen. Donald Keim for his persistent effort in the

face of top-level indifference to keep the aircraft nuclear

propulsion program going within the severe financial lim-

its imposed by presidential scientific advisers.

• Army Ballistic Missile Agency for its work in develop-

ing the ablating type nose cone used on Jupiter IRBM.
• Orval Cook for his injection of stronger and more
effective leadership into the Aircraft Industries Assn,

and his willingness to publicly grapple with the basic

critical issues facing the industry.

• West Coast and Piedmont Airlines for their introduc-

tion of the first modern equipment into feederline op-

erations with their inauguration of service with the

Fokker-Fairchild F-27 turboprop transport.

• Sen. Mike Monroney and Elwood P. Quesada for their

vigorous bipartisan effort that brought the Federal Avia-

tion Agency into action exactly one year before the time

the original legislative blueprint had specified.

• Boeing Airplane Co. for its successful flight testing of

the Bomarc air defense missile against the X-10 target

drone, making successful intercepts and kills of a target

moving faster than 1,000 mph.
• Lt. Gen. Thomas S. Power, head of Strategic Air

Command, for his concept and execution of Operation

Reflex, putting a significant element of SAC megaton
striking power on a 15-min. alert aimed at countering

any form of enemy attack including ballistic missiles.

• Convair Astronautics Division for its accelerated de-

velopment and test program that proved out its Atlas

1CBM weapon system, with three successful shoots on
the Atlantic Missile Test Range including a final 6,325

mi. shot with warhead impact within six miles of the

pre-determined impact area.

• Staff of the Atlantic Missile Test Range at Cape
Canaveral, Fla., including Air Research and Develop-

ment Command. Pan American and Radio Corp. of

America range personnel and contractors’ test operation

teams, for maintaining as high a level of missile develop-

ment test operations as budget limitations permitted.

• Scientists at Harvard, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and Bell Telephone Laboratories and other lab-

oratories whose work in Masers and parametric amplifiers

promises needed breakthrough in extending range and
performance of early warning radars.

• Passenger service agents of all the airlines who do such

a valiant and diplomatic job of trying to unsnarl all of

the myriad mishaps that now occur in handling of air-

line passengers. The amount of goodwill and repeat

business these men and women salvage for their indi-

vidual companies and air transport as a whole is incal-

culable and they deserve far more recognition in the air-

line organization than they now receive.

• Chicago Helicopters Airways Inc. for its outstanding

job in developing an effective passenger carrying short-

haul operation in a metropolitan area in such a short

period. —Robert Hotz.



Twin-turbine Army YHC-1
airlifts up to twenty-three troops

The YHC-1 is the first of a new generation of multi-turbine

powered transport helicopters whioh will enhance the

tactical mobility of Army combat units. In "brush -fire" or

"all-out” wars, it provides troops with the ability to disperse

in small elements for survival when confronted by area-

weapons threat, while retaining the capability of massing
quickly for decisive actions.

fUicza^t <2otpozntio
MORTON, PENNSYLVANIA

SUBSIDIARY: ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. INC,. BOSTON, MASS.

ENGINEERS:

.

I VERTOL’S ADVANCED ENGINEERING
’

WHO'S WHERE

In the Front Office

Walter C. Thompson, board chairman.
The Torrington Co., New York, N. Y
Milton E. Bcrglund succeeds Mr. Thomp-
son as president. Also: Rodney T. Dunlap,

John Mihalic, a vice president. Avco
Manufacturing Corp., New York, N. Y..

and president of Avco’s newly formed Nash-
ville. Tenn„ Division. F. C. Reitli named
group executive in charge of both the

Crosley and Nashville Divisions; he con-

tinues as president of Croslcv.

Ralph W. Barnes, president. Fluid Regu-
lators Corp., Painesville, Ohio.

A. C. DcAngclis, president and a director.

Radio Engineering Laboratories. Inc., sub-

sidiary of Dynamics Corporation of Amer-
ica. Long Island City, N. Y.

Joseph S. O'Flaherty, president of the

newly formed Continental Device Corp..

Hawthorne, Calif. Also: James P. Hynes,
vice president, and Dr. Delbert M. Van
Winkle, vice president and technical di-

Joscph R. McPhee, Jr., administrative

vice president. Tclechrome Manufacturing
Corp., Amitvville. N. Y

F„ William Place, vice president and
chief engineer. Holes, Inc.. Hollister, Calif.

Hcnrv A. Correa, vice president-market-

ing. AC'F Industries. Inc.. New York. N. Y.

Dr. Erwin Donath, technical vice presi-

dent. Applied Science Corporation, Prince-

ton, N. J.

John C. Pirie, a vice president. Pan Amer-
ican World Airways, Inc.

Dr. A. L. Antonio, vice president-chemi-

cal division, Aerojet-General Corp., Azusa.

Calif.

Hull Wickham, vice president-engineer-

ing and maintenance, Frederick B. Aver &
Associates, Inc., New York. N, Y.

James A. Montllor, vice president. Esses

Electronics. Berkeley LIcights, N. J. Mr.
Montllor continues as chief engineer.

Harold L. Rodgers, Jr., vice president,

Titanium Fabricators. Inc., Burbank. Calif.

Honors and Elections

Gen. Edward P. Curtis, former Special

Assistant to the President, has been named
recipient of the Collier Trophy Award for

1957 for his "Aviation Facilities Planning"
report to the President.

Gordon Bancrian, manager of Aerojet-

General Corp.’s Turbo-Machinery Division,

has been named chairman of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Re-
search Advisory Committee on mechanical
power plant systems.

Dr. Michael Fcrence, Jr., director of

Ford Motor Co.'s Scientific Laboratory, has

been appointed a member of the National
Academy of Sciences’ Committee on At-

mospheric Sciences.

E. J. Manganicllo, Assistant Director of

the National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics, has been elected vice president-air-

craft powerplants of the Society of Automo-
tive Engineers for 1959.

(Continued on page 79)

INDUSTRY OBSERVER
Boeing Airplane Co. and Chance Vought Aircraft Corp. have teamed up

in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration design competition

for a man-in-space capsule. One other team has been reported thus far—

North American Aviation Inc. and General Electric Co. (AW Dec. 1, p. 32).

Cluster of North American Navaho boosters proposed as a first stage for

space vehicles bears the company designation G-38. Three-barrel Navaho
boosters using Rocketdyne engines have developed in excess of 450,000 lb.

thrust. Cluster of three would provide almost 1.5 million lb. thrust.

Look for announcement by USAF’s Ballistic Missile Division that its

Titan intercontinental ballistic missile has, with modest modification of its

second stage engine to permit using high energy' fuels, a potential range of

9,500 nautical mi. This range could be achieved with the Titan carrying

its standard high yield warhead. Even greater ranges could be attained by
reducing payload weight.

First Convair Atlas test vehicle in the C series is scheduled to be fired

from Air Force Missile Test Center this week. Last of the B scries was due
to be launched late last week for less than the full-range shot. Operational

missile will be the D series. An Atlas-D also will be used as the first stage for

National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Project Mercury (man-in-

space) launchings and for the full-scale versions of the Sentry reconnaissance

satellite.

Royal Canadian Air Force team has been shopping in the U.S. for a

replacement for the Canadair-built Sabre for use in Canada’s NATO squad-

rons. Team has seen the Grumman F11F-1F, Northrop N-156, Lockheed
F-104 and Republic F-105. Any aircraft chosen would be built by Canadair
Ltd. RCAF had considered using the Rolls-Royce Avon engine in the

F11F-1F but now is favoring the General Electric J79-7.

Approximately 75% of the cost of Navy’s new Eagle air-to-air missile will

go for avionics guidance and control, with powcrplant representing 10% of

the cost; the airframe 15% of the total.

Air Defense Command reportedly has doubts about using high frequency
(HF) data link to control the North American F-108 Mach f interceptor

because of possible outages in the far north during auroral disturbances.
ADC prefers to stick with existing ultra high frequency (UIIF) data link,

which is not affected by aurorae, and extend its linc-of-sight range by ground
or airborne relay stations. Current ADC thinking is ironic because Air
Force decision to reject North American’s original choice of an F-108
avionic contractor (AW Dec. 1. p. 30) was largely based on the desire to

use an Air Force-sponsored HF data link developed by Hughes Aircraft Co.

French SS-10 anti-tank missile will be produced in the U. S. under license

if Army and Nord Aviation can agree on the choice of a manufacturer. At
least 17 U.S. firms have approached Nord for a license. Company’s chief
engineer is now in the U. S. for discussions with Army officials.

Second stage of the first Discoverer satellite research vehicle scheduled
for firing before Christmas Day is shorter and fatter than the second stage of
USAF’s Thor-Able and has a slight “pinched-waist” effect midway along
the otherwise cylindrical body. Engine is the Bell Hustler which was
designed originally to power a Convair B-58 pod (AW Dec. 8, p. 31).

French government reportedly has ordered a sufficient quantity of Dassault
Mirage III interceptors to ensure production for the next two years.

Navy plans to send its Blue Angels acrobatic demonstration to Europe
for the first time next summer to perform at the Paris Air Show.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Department of Aeronautical Engi-
neering will become a department of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Faculty
will be expanded and broader program in space technology will be offered.

Dr. Charles Draper will head the department.

AVIATION WEEK, De sr 22, 1958



Washington Roundup
New Job for Johnson?

Probability that Roy W. Johnson and Dr. Herbert

York will head the new office of Director of Research and
Engineering in the Defense Department, at least on a

temporary "caretaker” basis, increases rapidly as time for

the return of Congress draws nearer. Johnson now heads

the Advanced Research Projects Agency and York is its

chief scientist.

The Administration presented a strong argument on
the need for the new post when it presented its Defense
reorganization plan to Congress last spring. But in months
of searching it failed to find anyone outside of govern-

ment who would take the job.

Concern over this failure and embarrassment it would
cause before the next session of Congress has prompted
consideration of emergency solutions. Report that John-

son, York and probably some other personnel would be
given stewardship of the research office was denied last

week by Defense spokesmen. But the final choice ap-

parently lay between Johnson and Guided Missiles Di-

rector William lloladav, with Johnson nosing out Hola-

Why Spending Increases

Sen. Harry F. Byrd (D.-Va.). leader of the southern

economy bloc in Congress, says domestic civilian expendi-

tures—and not national defense and foreign assistance

expenditures—account for the rise in total federal spend-

ing from $67.8 billion in Fiscal 1954 to an estimated

$81.7 billion for the current Fiscal 1959 year. This is

the picture:

• Total “national security” outlays—including military

functions, stockpiling and defense production, atomic
energy, foreign military and economic assistance—de-

clined slightly from $48.6 billion to $48.5 billion over

the five years. Spending by the Department of Defense
rose slightly from S40.3 billion to $40.8 billion. This
was more than offset by a drop in foreign military as-

sistance from S3.6 billion to $2.2 billion.

• “Domestic civilian" expenditures shot upward by $14.3

billion: from S19.1 billion in F'iscal 1954 to $33.4 billion

in Fiscal 1959. Spending for agricultural support pro-

grams alone increased by almost $4 billion: from $2.6

billion to $6.4 billion.

Although civilian activities are the prime target of
Byrd's budget-cutting drive, he says there also is room
for defense savings. “We should rechart the whole mili-

tary program and re-evaluate the objectives of our spend-
ing in view of changing methods of warfare," he com-
ments. "I yield to no one in advocacy of national

defense, but, as the President has said, there is waste
and duplication in the military departments."

Crew Debate

Civil Aeronautics Board last week threw the much de-

bated “third crew member" issue between the Air Line
Pilots Assn, and the Flight Engineers International Assn,

into the lap of the Federal Aviation Agencv. In rcplv to a
telegram from Florida Governor Leroy Collins asking that

CAB establish minimum qualifications for and the num-
ber of flight personnel needed to man a commercial
transport as a means of settling the Eastern Airlines

strike, Board members said they had already done so with

requirements for a minimum of a pilot, copilot and flight

engineer. The Board added that it had no evidence to

change the minimums in the interest of public safety

and pointed out that it is not empowered to solve labor

disputes. Recommendations of presidential fact finding

board calling for pilot-qualified engineers on jets were
addressed to a labor dispute and involved no safety mcas-

sures not formerly considered, the CAB said. Reminding
the governor that F'AA will assume CAB's safety func-

tions by Jan. 1, the Board said both CAB and FAA hope
the labor dispute “will be settled promptly.”

ALPA Expulsion

In another move, Air Line Pilots Assn., along with its

international federation, was expelled last week from the
International Transport Workers Federation. Reason
given for the expulsion is ALPA’s stand on the jet trans-

port crew complement, and, in particular, its running
battle with the Flight Engineers International Assn.

ITWF said ALPA’s stand violates past agreements with
the world-wide transport workers union and could lead

to union raiding.

CAB Penalty Plan

Also, watch for the Civil Aeronautics Board to push
for congressional legislation that would impose fines and
penalties on any airline ignoring CAB requests for infor-

mation. Board attorneys say carriers comply readily when
such information involves applications for subsidy or

route extensions but seldom bother to comply when they
“have nothing to lose.”

Corporate Mergers

A Senate Judiciary Subcommittee headed by Sen.

Joseph O’Mahoney (D.-Wyo.) is viewing research and
development as a new factor to impel corporate mergers.

A report by a subcommittee consultant, Murrav N. Fried-

man. professor of economics at Queens College, New
York City, lists these as the circumstances in which re-

search and development factors may be important in

causing mergers:
• W here companies desire to secure an established patent
base in a new field which it contemplates entering.
• Where a company desires to secure the services of the
technologists and scientists who have developed a line

• Where mergers may present an opportunity to broaden
product lines.

• W'hcrc a large company has the financial resources to
exploit the research and development of a smaller firm.

O’Mahoney, longtime skeptic of the trend toward the
concentration of economic power in the U. S., questions
whether the concentration of technological resources will

discourage competition and hinder advancement. He

“News of mergers and corporate acquisitions abound
on the pages of our financial journals. At the same time,
the leaders of science, technology, business and govern-
ment are seeking to increase our technological resources.

Consequently, it is necessary to ascertain to what extent
research and development activities are, and will be, a
factor in the merger movement. It is also necessary' to

estimate the effect which mergers may have upon subse-
quent research and development.”

—Washington staff
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USAF to Ask Bids for Air-Launch IRBM
Decision to begin industry competition follows

six-month testing of one and two-stage vehicles.

Washington—Industry will soon be
asked to bid on development of a full-

scale version of USAF's solid-propel-

Jant, air-launched ballistic missile, first

reported by Aviation Week last Aug.
25 (p. 15). Range would be 1.000 to

2,000 mi.

Decision follows a six-month pro-

gram of test firings of one and two-

stage vehicles, using a Boeing B-47 and
a Convair B-58 to airlaunch the vehicles

over the Atlantic Missile Range.
Air Force’s general operational re-

quirement for the new missile was in

the office of Director of Guided Mis-
siles William Holaday last week for

approval. No opposition was expected.

Major advantages of a family of these

missiles would include extension of the

useful life and range of B-47. B-52 and
B-58 bombers and extensive use of

existing hardware, making possible a

rapid development program. Larger

versions would be carried by the North
American B-70 and nuclear bombers
and B-58.

These same advantages are the prin-

cipal features of the feasibility study

program now under way under Air

Research and Development Command
Study Requirement 168. Project name
for these firings is Bold Orion. Weapon
system designation is WS-199.

Contractors for the study phase are

the Martin Co., whose effort has been

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and Convair
Division of General Dynamics Corp.,
have been concentrating on air-launch-

ing from high speed vehicles.

Contractors interested in the long-

range version include Martin: Lockheed
and Convair; a General Electric Co.-

Douglas Aircraft Corp. team; Bell Air-

B-58 Hustler Crashes
Ft. Worth—Convair B- S II stlcr

crashed during a test Sew
Mexico last week in the firs major acci-

dent in jet bo iber.

The B-58 was on edulce test

flight nvolving navigation nent

and via (1 I, cl at bout

50.000 th scene indi-

cate til bomber noser ove and dove

into til ground witlmul anv t ex-

plosion or fire in the a

Researc i and Develop Com land

crew l embers ejected attc the B-5S

ver. The pilot. Maj Richa d F..

Smith, vas killed, and 1C 1 vigato and

defense systems opera! r vv ere ». ured.

craft Corp.. which probably will be
teamed with another contractor: North
American Aviation, Inc.; Boeing Air-

plane Co., and Northrop Aircraft, Inc.

First two-stage test vehicle was fired

bv Martin from a B-47 over the At-
lantic range last Tuesdav and traveled

for more than 700 ini'. Five single-

stage vehicles had been fired by the
same team from the same aircraft pre-

viously, beginning last June.

Lockhecd-Convair team last week had
not yet fired a two-stage vehicle, but

single-stage test vehicle has been fired

from a B-58 in supersonic-dash runs

that begin in the vicinity of Eglin AFB
to a point a few miles east of Cape
Canaveral, Fla., where the missile is

dropped and fired. Vehicle is carried in

the pod position. .

Range at the Air Force Missile Test
Center is used both for instrumentation

and safety reasons and because the

center’s Azusa impact predictor can

provide information on flight trajectory

that could not be obtained otherwise.

Martin vehicle is dropped from the

B-47's bomb bay at 55,000 ft. altitude,

some four to five miles seaward of the

Cape. As the missile is dropped from
the aircraft, a lanyard jerks free, firing

the first stage. During first stage burn-

ing. the missile travels in a path hori-

zontal to the earth. At separation of

first stage, the second stage is spun
for stabilization. Shortly after ignition

of the second stage, the missile pro-

grams upward at an angle of approxi-

mately 45 deg. into its ballistic trajcc-

torv. Apogees of final version mav
reach as high as 90 mi. B-57 is used

for chase and instrumentation.

Vehicle uses Martin-developed Dop-
pler guidance svstem, with the missile

carrying a beacon and the launching

aircraft carrying antennas.

Length is' approximately 28 ft. Body
of the missile is cylindrical but at a

point approximately two-thirds of the

wav back from the rounded nose, it

begins a flare into a bell-shaped aero-

dynamic skirt that is almost 6 ft. in

diameter at its final expansion. Firings

were preceded by air drops of dummies.
Lockhecd-Convair test vehicle draws

heavily on the USAF--Lockheed X-17
nose cone re-entry test vehicle. Lock-

heed's Missile Systems Division pro-

posed such a vehicle for use with the

B-58 earlier this year (AW June 2, p.

1 5). At one time, Boeing and Northrop

also had proposed a solid-propellant

missile for use with the B-58 (AW
Sept. 1 5, p. 25).

X-17 used a first stage composed of

four Thiokol Sergeant rockets, a second
stage using three Sergeants and a third

stage using one Sergeant.

Martin vehicles are designated \VS-
199B and Lockhecd-Convair are desig-

nated WS-199C.
Initial firings of these test vehicles

preceded the firing of the first North
American WS-151B Mound Dog, which
is being developed for the B-52G.
Hound Dog is powered by a Pratt &
Whitney J52 jet engine. Range of

the Ilound Dog is some 250 to 500 mi.

While development of a 1,000 to

2.000 mi. range air-launched missile

would take some time even with the

use of off-the-shelf hardware, there is

a possibility that the vehicles used in

the Martin and I.ockhccd-Conva ir test

might be developed rapidly into interim

missiles with ranges up to 1,000 mi.

B-47 would carry three—one under
each wing and one in the bomb bay.

If USAF’s requirement is recognized

and development is approved and
founded, supervision over the develop-

ment will be transferred from the Air

Force Missile Development Center at

Holloman AFB to ARDC’s Detach-
ment 1 at Wright-Patterson AFB.

F4H Wins Competition
Washington—McDonnell F4H-1 last

week was named the winner of Navy's

flight test competition for a new carrier-

based all-weather fighter. Competing air-

craft was the Chance Vought F8U-3, a

Pratt &• Whitney J75 plus a small rocket

Navy cited the F4H-1 design features

factors in the selection of the McDonnell
aircraft. The F4H-1 is scheduled for

operational use in the early 1960s and

will be produced in quantity at St. Louis.

Fred O. Detwcilcr, president of

Chance Vought Aircraft, flew to Wash-
ington the day after the Navy announce-

ment to discuss the status of the Regains

II missile program as well as the F8U-5

termination. The Regains II program is

being renewed for possible cancellation

ds 3re all air-breathing missiles in the

current budget discussions (AW Dec. 8.

p. 25).

Navy decision to drop the F8U-5 and

terminate its $96 million development

contract resulted in the immediate lay-

off of 1.400 Chance Vought employes

with less than one day notice. Chance

Vought expects that about 1.100 others

will have to be dropped from the payroll

within the next three months.
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Few Physiological Changes Noted

In Monkey’s Weightless Flight
Cape Canaveral, Fla. — Longest

weightless period achieved thus far

with a primate produced no significant

physiological changes in a 1 lb. squirrel

monkey, fired 500 mi. into space in a
ballistic missile nose cone.

Weightless period of about 1 5.5 min.
was achieved in the joint Navy-Army
medical experiment. Monkey was
launched in an Army Jupiter intermedi-

ate range missile as a secondary part of

a nose cone test. Monkey was not rc-

Second Monkey
Late last week a second monkey was

a stand-by passenger for a scheduled

Air Force Thor-Able shot designed to

test a new ablation material for nose
cones. The animal was to be included

as a secondary experiment if the nose
cone test left enough telemetry channels

Capt. Norman Lee Barr, chief of

Navy’s aviation and space medicine

program, said initial telemetry infor-

mation indicated that:

• “The prolonged gravity-free state does

not produce significant physiological

change.
• “During the period of the gravity-

free state, the respiratory pattern and

• “The heart was only slightly ac-

celerated (under zero G) and the

electrocardiogram remained normal
throughout the entire period of ob-

Takeoff Acceleration

Acceleration of takeoff produced:
• “Mild physiological change and no
significant physiological impairment.
• "Respiratory rate was slowed and the

respiratory pattern assumed slight ir-

regularity.

• “Pulse rate was increased slightly

during the acceleration.”

Total telemetry time was about 800
sec., including the 500 sec. of weight-

lessness.

Physiological telemetry system de-

veloped by Capt. Barr was used. An
Army telemetry system also provided

information.

Signals are being studied further at

the Naval Medical Research Institute.

Bethesda, Md. Capsule was built and
tested and monkey was tested and pre-

pared at Navy’s School of Aviation

Medicine, Pensacola, Fla. Army Bal-

listic Missile Agency assisted with
capsule design.

Two Navy destroyer escorts, a rescue

ship and several P2V-7 aircraft were
prepared to assist in recovery, but re-

covery gear in the nose cone failed.

Monkey was named “Gordo,” the

Spanish word for “fat." He was en-

closed in a small metal cylinder placed

inside a larger capsule of about 789 cu.

Capsule with the monkcv in it

weighed 29.5 lb.

It was self-contained except for one
electrical connection.

Capsule was attached to the internal

structure of the cone, about an inch

from the side of the shell near the base,

and was placed in the cone 5 hr. be-

fore launch.

Capsule Measurements

Capsule measured 10 by 13J in., with

one end 4J in. deep and the other end

7 in. deep.

Rubber ribs supported the monkey’s
cylinder. It was insulated with fiber

glass and foil. Absorbers were pro-

vided to remove excess moisture and
carbon dioxide.

Gordo was placed supine, with his

knees drawn over his chest, on a bed
molded of silicone rubber and overlaid

with a thin sheet of foam rubber. He
wore a helmet of electric-.il potting

compound molded over chamois.

Fixed to the helmet was a fiber glass-

coated wire mesh of cross design, which
held a respiratory sensing element above
the nostrils.

Nylon straps on the helmet were tied

to rubber posts embedded in the rubber

bed. Gordo wore thermistors in his

A microphone was encased in a pad
of foam rubber, held over his chest by
a nylon mesh belt.

A sheet of foam rubber covered by a

second nylon mesh belt restrained the

rest of the body.
Measurements included heart action,

blood pressure, respiration, pulse rate,

voice response, and temperature and
pressure inside the smaller cylinder.

Mice carried in three Air Force Thor-
Able nose cone test vehicles and the

Russian satellite dog passenger. Laika,

experienced even longer periods of

weightlessness than Gordo, but his

flight is more significant because he
more closely resembled man anatomi-

cally and physiologically. Instrumenta-

tion was more extensive with Gordo
' than with the mice. However, both
instrumentation and the time of flight

—

about one week before the dog’s death

—were longer with Laika.
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Thor Firing Signals U.S. IRBM Capability
By Irving Stone

Vandenberg AFB, Calif—Strategic
Air Command opened the era of U. S.

intermediate range ballistic missile op-
erational capability when a Douglas
Thor IRBM was successfully launched

here last week in a far-reaching trajec-

tory over a portion of the huge Pacific

Missile Range.

I-'irst "blue suit" firing of an IRBM.
this training shot by an 11 -man crew
of SAC’s 1st Missile Division's 704th
Strategic Wing in effect inaugurated

the operation of Pacific Missile Range
and Vandenberg. The Air Force base

will have both intermediate and inter-

continental range ballistic missile train-

ing and operational capability, but will

underscore ICBM retaliatory potential.

Specific details of the trajectory were
not revealed, but Aviation Week has

learned that distance programmed into

this first IRBM shot over the Pacific

Missile Range was about 1,250 naut.

mi. Azimuth heading of the trajectory

was approximately 251 deg., consider-

ing a due west value as 270 deg.

No announcement has been made on
accuracy of trajectory, but it was learned

that the nose cone bit within five miles

from the intended impact point on the

range.

In less than 20 min. after “the key
was turned" the missile was on its way
—lifting slowly off the pad, then gather-

ing momentum rapidly as it roared up
and programmed over the Pacific Ocean
with initial portion of its trajectory

easily pinpointed because of its white-

hot exhaust. Main engine thrust of

about 1 50,000 lb. cut off about 160 sec.

after liftoff, while Thor's two vernier

engines burned for about 10 sec. more
for additional thrust input.

Telemetry Package

Missile carried a small telemetry

package in the nose cone, which was
not scheduled to be recovered. Ap-
proximately 25 measurements were

made with the telemetering installation.

Explosive charge in the nose probably

signaled the impact point, which was
slated to be somewhere in a 65-sq. mi.

area within another surrounding 1 20 sq.

mi. area cleared by the Navy. Sufficient

tracking was available at Vandenberg
to provide range safety and determine

that the initial portion of the launch
conformed to the programmed path.

Navy supported with downrange infor-

mation and telemetry.

Maj. General David Wade, com-
mander of 1st Missile Division, de-

clared that "indications are that every-

thing was as successful as we had
hoped.” He said that the Thor could

be considered on the operational

threshold, adding that “we can't say

we have a squadron that is combat
ready, but on the basis of today’s per-

formance, both missile and ground sup-

port equipment are operationally

Missile was originally scheduled to

be launched at about noon but did not

come off until about three and a half

hours later. Gen. Wade stressed the

fact that this was the first SAC shot and
that small technical difficulties had been
expected. Almost everything went ac-

cording to schedule, the general de-

clared, but lie added that small adjust-

ments had been necessary to ensure a

successful launch.

Five Southern Pacific Railroad trains

running through -the base area also con-

tributed to the launching delay. Wade
declared .that SAC would try to set fu-

ture shots to avoid conflict with train

schedules. There is no intention now
to move the railroad tracks.

Douglas Thor which was developed

under the jurisdiction of Air Force's

Ballistic Missile Division, and Space
Technology Laboratory which pro-

vided technical direction and systems

engineering, normally is composed of

four major systems—nose cone (manu-
factured by General Electric), inertial

guidance (AC Spark Plug Division of

General Motors Corp.), propulsion svs-

tem (Rocketdync Division of North
American Aviation), and airframe

(Douglas Aircraft Corp.).

Operationally, Thor normally

stored under shelter in a horizontal po-

sition. Following the order to fire, the

shelter is removed and the missile is

automatically erected into vertical posi-

tion for launching. Nuclear warhead is

not armed until specific requirements

of speed, guidance and positioning have
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been satisfied. Final stage of arming

occurs during re-entry over enemy ter-

Thor squadron is made up of a

launch control officer, launch control

console operator, launch and placement

specialists and a number of technicians.

There also is a central servicing team in

the squadron.

Research in France

Detailed by Roy
Washington—Magnetically suspend-

ing models in wind tunnels to elimi-

nate all solid supports such as stings

and bayonet struts was described here

last week by Prof. Maurice Roy, a key

figure in French aviation.

Delivering the 22nd Wright Brothers

Lecture, Roy said powerful coils sur-

rounding the wind tunnel test section

hold the metal models in place. Quan-
titative aerodynamic data is obtained by
measuring model movement through

the use of luminous beams and photo-

electric cells.

Prof. Roy, Director of the Office

Nationale d’Etudcs ct de Rechcrches

Acronautiques (ONERA), also de-

scribed interferential strioscopic wind

tunnel instrumentation so sensitive that

it can record the little known pulsations

of a bow shock wave in the process of

formation.

STOL and VTOL experiments at

Roy’s agency, similar to the U. S.’s

former National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, has been directed to-

ward blown rather than suction applica-

tions to wing sections and flaps.

One of the most unusual French

STOL research vehicles is a small air-

craft called the Deltaviex, which weighs

2,080 lb, has a useful wing area of

about 36 sq. ft., a wingspan of 124 in.

and a turbojet engine delivering 940
lb. of thrust. This small aircraft with a

70 deg. sweepback on its wing is virtu-

ally uncontrollable around its roll axis

at low speeds but with wing trailing

edge blowing utilizing 2% of engine

air, it has normal piloting character-

Creation of groups of rocket model
and missile launching specialists was
described by Prof. Roy as the French

answer to the complex problem of

obtaining adequate telemetered data

from such short duration flight tests.

He said that only long experience would
enable such groups to define their op-

erational and instrumentation tech-

niques to the degree now required.

One interesting aspect of ONERA’s
structural and flutter work is the use of

portable equipment available for trans-

portation to a manufacturer's plant. It

has been successfully used in France

and Italy to determine the critical flut-

ter speeds of aircraft and missiles. Ten

Regulus II Fired From Surface Vessel

First firing of Chance Vought Regulus II missile from a surface vessel was made from the

USS King Count)', a Navy landing ship (tank) converted for missile tests. Regulus II was

successfully recovered 47 min. later at Antelope Dry Lake, near Tonapah, Nev. Test was

made on Pacific Missile Range, off Point Mugn, Calif. Launch system will be installed

aboard submarine Halibut, first nuclear-powercd submarine designed for missile launching.

davs are required for this analysis.

In flight, checks on these ground

flutter analyses are made by setting off

verv short duration rockets of 40 lb.

to 1,000 lb. thrust on the wing tips and

through the use of variable frequency

generators in the fuselage. One of the

aircraft involved in this work is the

Sud Caravclle transport, and efforts are

being made to increase its permissible

Roy also discussed a “polyvalent”

turbojet that is in the early research

stages at ONERA. Main element of

the engine is a two-stage compressor

that delivers maximum mechanical

compression at zero speed and zero

mechanical compression at the maxi-

mum design speed of Mach 2 to 2.5.

This is achieved through the use of

variable angle guide vanes for the low
pressure portion of the two stage com-
pressor and its single stage turbine. This

unit windmills after the low stage com-
pression is cut off.

ONERA operates some of the most
important wind tunnels in the world.

The most modern are situated at

Modane at the base of a 3,000 ft. water-

fall and employ direct hydraulic drive

with the water impinging in turbines

connected to the propellers. Until the

completion of the large transonic wind
tunnel at Arnold Air Development Cen-
ter, the Modane 26 ft. transonic tunnel

was the world's largest.

It has been used for many full scale

tests at high subsonic speeds including

testing of the Nord Griffon, with its

ramjet running and its pilot in the cock-

pit.

Navy Develops Camera
To Track Satellites

China Lake, Calif.—Open aperture

camera in which film travel rate can

be synchronized to that of targets at

orbital distances and velocities to obtain

record of satellites has been developed

by Naval Ordnance Test Station.

Each camera covers a 20 deg. field-

nine in a system would cover horizon

to horizon on a path 20 deg. wide, with

some overlap. When camera film speed

is matched to that of a satellite, the

satellite appears on the film record as a

dot while light sources such as stars

traveling at a different velocity or in a

different path appear as light streaks.

Using this technique, exposures up to

10 min. can be made with a camera

system on one satellite passage. With
the system constantly exposing film at

a rate which would closely synchronize

with that of known or suspected orbital

vehicles, a 3-hr. camera watch or record

could be made. The only limit here

is the 56-ft. length of film loaded in

magazine, but this can be expanded so

that longer watches are kept with larger

film loadings. Currently, targets are

acquired on an "anticipated arrival

time” basis, or are recorded under the

constant scanning technique.

The camera, largely developed by
NOTS Photo-Technologist Jack Lein-

inger, is termed a synchronized smear

camera for satellite surveillance and
detection. Prototype utilizes a 3.5f.

lens with a 10-in.' focal length. Focal

plane aperture is 5x5i in.
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House Unit Urges Space Uegislation Study
Washington—Creation of a basic code

of ethics on which policies and inter-

national rules of outer space can be
developed is urgently recommended by
the House Space Committee staff in a

survey of space law being released

today.

The survey, submitted in the form
of a report to Rep. John W. McCor-
mack, (D.-Mass.), chairman, and mem-
bers of the House Select Committee on

Astronautics and Space Exploration, is

the second in a senes involving special-

ized subjects. The first, covering inter-

national cooperation in space explora-

tion, was released in October (AW
Oct. 20, p. 33).

The report said that, at the end of

1958, "the world finds itself approach-

ing a unique crisis—a crisis demanding
clarification of the legal positions of

nations as they reach into outer space.

The simultaneous fruition of two closely

related situations is dramatically bring-

ing this need into focus.”

Capability of nations to explore and
use outer space, the report said, is

advancing much more rapidly than had
been expected. It added that the end of

the International Geophysical Year on

Jan. 1 signals the need for consideration

of a code of space behavior. Precise

effect which the IGY has had upon the

legal status of man-made objects in

space is in dispute, the report said. It

added, however, that whatever the effect

may have been toward permitting the

free passage of space vehicles over na-

tions of the world, its cause will no
longer exist in 1959.

The report does not recommend the

immediate drafting of a complete set

of principles and rules designed to

resolve all international questions and
differences now apparent in space ex-

ploration, or those anticipated for the

future.

What Committee Wants

Instead, the space committee staff

urged immediate attention be given a

number of issues that might serve as

starting points. In this way, the staff

said, it may be possible to develop a

body of space law aimed initially at

creation of legal principles to cover

scientific and commercial matters, by-

passing for the present the larger polics'

decisions bound up in security and
defense matters.

Specifically, the staff recommended
that the following steps be taken:

• Begin development of rudimentary

space law.

• Identify and concentrate upon the

most urgent areas that show some
promise of settlement.

• Attempt agreement on principles and

on methods of settling disputes, leaving

the specifics for a later date when neces-

• Emphasize agreements on scientific

and commercial uses of space, working
from there toward the larger issues such

as national sovereignty.

The report said there appear to be
several alternatives as to how the initial

studies of space law should be con-

ducted and who should do the spadc-

One suggested approach, it said, is

to leave Hie entire matter under the

purview of the United Nations or one
of its specialized agencies. The staff

said this could be either an existing

agency or subdivision or an agency-

brought into special relationship with

the U. N. for this purpose. The staff

predicted that in view of the com-
mittee established by the U. N. General

Assembly on Dec. 15 to study legal

problems that may arise in space ex-

ploration. this alternative is perhaps

the most likely to be adopted.

A second alternative, the report said,

would be to follow the quasi-govern-

mcntal procedure used for the IGY and
leave the initiative with an organization

such as the International Council of

Scientific Unions, which has worked
closely with national governments.

Another alternative suggested by the

House space staff would be to turn the

job over to a private group, such as

the International Astronautical Federa-

tion. which has no strong formal ties

with governments, and request it to

draft a space code for later consideration

by the United Nations or a special

international convention.

Still another agency that might be

used to advantage for arbitration and
decision, the staff said, is the Interna-

tional Court of Justice.

On the need to begin to establish

Pershing Award
Cape Canaveral, Fla.-Army-Martin

Pershing missile launching complex, con-

sisting of a blockhouse, two launch pads

and a nose cone installation building,

will be built here beginning early next

Pershing nose cone test vehicles will

use a spin bucket of small rockets,

roughly similar to that used on Army's

Jnpiter-C and Juno II test vehicles. Final

version will not use a bucket. Pershing

is a solid propellant tactical range missile

designed to be smaller, lighter and more

Army has awarded R. E. Clarson Inc.,

of St.' Petersburg. Fla., a $2,062,152

contract for construction of the complex.

a general space law, the report said,

there is wide disagreement among offi-

cials and legal experts throughout the

world.

Arguments against an early plan, Hie

icport said, are that there is as yet

insufficient scientific knowledge of the

physical nature of space to draft rules

for its regulation and that premature

rules could prove dangerous in terms

of the reduced level of national sc-

The logical way to handle the regula-

tory problems of space, they contend, is

to consider each individually as it

arises or shows concrete evidence that

An argument advanced in favor of

an early plan, the report said, is that

a fundamental cause of failure to agree

is the belated tackling of grave inter-

national problems when they have gone
beyond the stage of control or easy

compromise.

Early Move Favored

The report said this position seems
more convincing for the following

reasons;

• Legal uncertainties which may come
into being with the expiration of the

IGY.
• Rapid development of the state of

the art. Planned programs call for deep

space probes, scientific satellites for

data collection and weather control and
manned satellites in the foreseeable

future. Military capabilities for using

space go hand in hand with this trend,

the implications of which are obvious.

• Very considerable risk of wrongly

identifying objects moving through

space, such as mistaking a satellite for

an intercontinental ballistic missile.

• When space becomes subject to

\estcd interests on the part of any
nation it tends to acquire legal stature,

and it would be difficult to get any
nation to surrender those rights except

by force.

• Scientists will soon be severely ham-
pered bv unprogrammed satellites or

other spacecraft, particularly if the

satellites are far enough from the earth

to continue in orbit indefinitely and

their electronic transmissions are not

synchronized with programs of other

countries. Space “cluttered up” with

dead satellites or pieces might pose

a threat to eventual space navigation.

In addition, the report said, the ob-

jects would interfere with astronomical

studies by fouling photographic plates

or hamper accurate transmission of data

due to radio interference.

• Probability that a number of smaller

military powers may reach a parity

with the larger powers by acquiring
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NASA Organization
Above chart sIionvs tentative organization plan of National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Chart, however, docs not include Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology's Jet Propulsion Laboratory over which NASA recently assumed jurisdiction (AW Dec. 8, p. 30).

the capability of using space at an early

date. Possible action that might be
taken by a politically immature state

once it acquires the ability" to use space

is cause for serious concern, the report

Possible Headway

Until now, the report said, the bulk

of legal discussion on space law has

centered on the question of national

sovereignty, territorial rights in space
and defining the boundaries of airspace

and outer space.

It said chances of an early agreement
on these questions appear to be very

remote.

The report added, however, that

there are many other imminent legal

problems involved in space exploration

on which a certain amount of headway
might be made.
These include:

• Fixing liability for damage caused by
satellites returning to earth.

• Filing of flight plans for space vehi-

cles before launching and decision as

to whether to press for inspection in

order to be assured that the vehicle is

of its announced character.

• Establishment of rules governing the
surrender of spacecraft and their instru-

ments to the originating nation when
it is downed in another country.
• Use of transmission frequencies. Vio-
lation of existing international rules

have already been found in space ac-

• Cooperation on navigational prob-

lems. Erroneous navigational fixes

could be fatal, even in the early stages

of manned space flight, and th'c corre-

lation and synchronization of data from
different parts of the earth may be
needed to help prevent them.
• Distribution of data such as perform-
ance and location of spacecraft and
meteorological and other scientific in-

formation to some international center

might be invaluable scientifically and
essential in settling disputes, the report

• Registration and identification of
spacecraft along the lines of established

practices governing use of seagoing ves-

sels and aircraft.

Air Force Cancels

Fairchild Goose
Washington—The Fairchild Goose,

giound-launched diversionary missile for

use against intercontinental targets by
the Strategic Air Command, has been

canceled by the Defense Department
after an expenditure of S70-75 million.

Considerably smaller than the Nor-
throp Snark intercontinental cruise mis-

sile, the Goose was designed to carry

electronic countermeasures equipment
over enemy territory after being

originallv launched from bases in the

U.S.
A number of successful Goose firings

have been reported during the last

year. The Fairchild J-83 powerplant
which powered the Goose is now being

re-evaluated by the Air Force and no
decision has been reached regarding

Richard S. Boutelle. Fairchild presi-

dent, said the termination of the Goose
project would result in the release of

about 350 employes.
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U.S. Dealers Rap Defense Surplus Policy
By Ford Eastman

Washington-Surplus aircraft dealers

last week charged that the U.S. is sell-

ing excess military planes to foreign gov-

ernments at prices below market value
and threatening to deprive the industry

of its main source of income.
The Charlotte Aircraft Corp., one

of the largest dealers, said in a letter to

Defense Secretary Neil MeElfoy that

"recent variations from previously es-

tablished policies regarding sale of ex-

cess aircraft, parts and services arc caus-

ing considerable alarm among the sur-

Defense Department officials, on the

other hand, contend that there had
been no deviation from policy governing

disposal of surplus equipment.

II. J. Caldwell, president of Char-
lotte, said a total of 78 first-line military

aircraft were sold recently to three Latin

American countries at prices lower than

those at which the surplus dealers could
obtain "stripped aircraft" from the gov-

ernment by competitive bidding.

Mexican Purchase Cited

Caldwell said his company had bid

on 12 North American T-2'8 trainers

and had firm orders from the Mexican
government for at least six. Before ar-

rangements could be completed, how-
ever. he said the Mexican government
negotiated for 30 complete T-28s from
the Air Force at prices below the Char-

lotte company’s bid for stripped-down

aircraft and, therefore, canceled its or-

der with the private firm. As a result,

he added, the Charlotte company
turned down the 12 T-2Ss it had re-

ceived on bids and paid $2 5,000 in

penalties rather than try and dispose of

the aircraft elsewhere at a possible loss.

Other purchases questioned bv Cald-

well were the sale of 30 North Ameri-
can SNJ-5C trainers with carrier capa-

bility to Argentina and IS SNJ-6Bs to

Bolivia. Me said that, although the

types sold to Argentina and Bolivia

were not available to surplus dealers,

they were still sold at a price lower than

that which his company could obtain a

similar type aircraft.

In the past, Caldwell said, foreign

governments largely depended upon
surplus dealers for aircraft and parts

that had become obsolete in the U.S.
As a result, he said, the dealers were

among the Defense Department’s best

customers for obsolete planes and parts.

A continuation of this policy can

prove very expensive to the U.S. gov-

ernment, Caldwell said. If foreign gov-

ernments can purchase complete flvablc

aircraft far below market value, he con-

tended, the government has not only

lost on the sale of each plane, but it

can also lose on the sale of other excess,

lie added. Surplus dealers will not pur-

chase this material for resale when the

government is already supplying their

markets so its value will be reduced to

scrap.

Defense Department officials ex-

plained that surplus aircraft or parts are

disposed of in any one. or more, of the

following wavs:
• Through the Mutual Security Mili-

tary Sales Program.
• Armed Forces Supply Support Cen-

• Competitive sale at the base or depot
where bids arc received on the surplus.

• Through authorized negotiation at

major overseas commands.
When equipment is first declared

surplus, officials explained, friendly

foreign governments are notified and
are given the first opportunity to buy
through tire Armed Forces Supply Sup-
port Center at prices based upon the

fair market value.

Any aircraft or spares not purchased

there arc usually placed on the com-
petitive market, where governments or

individuals can submit their bids, and
prices range from scrap to market value.

The field of foreign military assist-

ance. however, covers a wide range of

price policy, officials said. At one end of

the scale, the U.S. furnishes the re-

quired military equipment to the au-

thorized foreign government at abso-

lutely no cost to die recipient. This
could be surplus, used materiel or mate-
rial specifically procured for the purpose

of free issue to the recipient.

In the middle of the scale, the mate-
rial is sold at prices which oblige both

the recipient and the U.S. to share cer-

tain costs. At the other end of the scale,

the foreign government is required to

pay 1 00 cents on the dollar for anything

purchased from the U. S.

The selection of pricing policy in the

area of foreign aid is dependent upon
many factors, such as the ability of the

recipient to pav for the desired equip-

ment, the military contribution ex-

pected of the receiver and the utility of

the equipment for further U.S, need,

officials said. The Joint Chiefs of Staff,

with the advice of the Administration

and the Congress, set the policy.

The Navy's spare parts supply sys-

tem also came under fire, but from a

different source-thc General Account-

ing Office—for allegedly not adequately

meeting the aircraft spare parts require-

ments of the fleet.

In a report to Congress, GAO said a

review of the aviation segment of the

Navy supply system disclosed serious

deficiencies in several critical areas. The

agency charged that, not only did tire

system fail to meet fleet requirements,

but also resulted in the accumulation oi

substantial quantities of excess material.

For example, the report said, an aver-

age of 8% of the Navy’s operational

aircraft were reported grounded for lack

of ]jarts in September: for certain first-

line aircraft, it said, the rate was much
higher. The report added that material

valued at SS23 million was declared

excess for disposal purposes during fiscal

years 1935 through 1958 and that an
additional S274 million of aeronautical

materiel will be declared excess in the

The report said, however, that now
practically all of GAO’s recommenda-
tions hav’c been accepted by the Navy
and that officials have advised that

necessary corrective action has been ini-

tiated.

Deficiences Cited

Deficiencies contributing to the in-

effectiveness of the Navy's present sys-

tem listed by the report included:
• Use of inaccurate and unrealistic fac-

tors in requirement computations.
• Inaccurate field reporting of quanti-

ties and conditions of assets on hand.
• Unrealistic use of available informa-

• Questionable aviation material pro-

visioning policies.

• Untimely allocation, distribution and
redistribution of materials.

• Frequent changes in programs.
• Frequent technical changes.

The report said many of the factors

used in the determination of require-

ments need to be made more realistic

and accurate to ensure more effective

and economic spare parts support. In

addition it said application of these

factors need to be made to be consist-

ent with the actual use of spare parts.

In turn, the effectiveness of budget-

ing, procurement, distribution and dis-

posal. programs depends upon the

reliability of requirement detennina-

Thc report said inventories of repair-

able material valued at about S6 million

at three Naval air stations were not

reported for periods or six to 12 months
and that these inventories were not

considered in the computation of re-

quirements. In addition. GAO staff

audits at several Naval air stations re-

ported inadequate control over aeronau-

tical materiel, resulting in the submis-

sion of inaccurate stock status reports

to the Navy's Aviation Supply Office.

Other areas involving inventory man-
agement which the report says need

improvement, include:

• Ineffective control over existing quan-
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Rocketdyne Selected by NASA
To Develop Million lb. Engine

tides and procurement of excess

.mounts of short shelf-life items have
necessitated the disposition of signifi-

cant quantities of material which be-

came overage and resulted in system
shortages that required emergency- pur-

• Limited operational life of repairable

helicopter components has not been
considered in determined requirements,
flu's has resulted in critical shortages of

• Contemplated procurement has not

always been adequately screened against

lists of items in excess to preclude pur-

chase of identical items scheduled for

disposal.

• Screening procedures applicable to

furnishing material for military assist-

ance program requirements were not
fully effective.

• Order and shipment record cards,

which contain important data for use
in requirement determinations, have not
been maintained accurately or currently.

• Use of a limited requisitioning objec-

tive to replenish stocks of general aero-

nautical material has frequently caused
system shortages, work stoppages and
uneconomical repetitive procurement.

As a result of action taken to improve
most of these deficiencies, the report

said, it was estimated that $113,000 will

be saved annually in the future procure-

ment of just one short shelf-life item,

for example. Also, comparison of a

number of items for disposal with out-

standing purchases resulted in the im-

mediate cancellation of orders of about
S77.000.

Washington—Rocketdyne Division of

North American Aviation Inc. has been
selected to design and develop a single

barrel rocket engine developing from
one to one-and-one-half million lb.

thrust by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.

Total cost of the program is expected

to exceed $200 million, and it is esti-

mated that four to six years will be
required to produce useful hardware.

Five other companies—Aerojet-Gen-
eral Corp., General Electric Corp.. Cur-
tiss-Wright Corp., Reaction Motors Di-

vision of Thiokol Chemical Corp. and
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, a div lsion of

United Aircraft Corp.—submitted un-

successful proposals in the NASA com-
petition which was initiated in late

October. Bell Aircraft Corp. was in-

vited to bid but declined.

Feasibility Study

Rocketdyne's work on the engine,

which will be capable of sending a

number of tons into orbit, began last

May under an Air Force contract for

a feasibility study and some hardware

development. The program was later

transferred to the Defense Depart-

ment’s Advanced Research Projects

Agency but continued to be adminis-

tered by Air Force. Feasibility of the

engine was established while the proj-

ect was in the process of being trans-

ferred from ARPA to NASA.
It has been possible to make these

administrative changes without slowing

the technical work because NASA has

provided the Air Force with the funds
to continue their original contract

which will probably run for another
four to five months. Total money spent
on this particular contract will be more
than SI million.

NASA describes the engine as a

liquid oxygen and hydrocarbon propel-

lant. It mav be altered, however, to use

other liquids without major change.
Special emphasis will be placed upon
developing reliability and simplifying

thrust control and pressurizing propel-

lant tanks. First engine made is sched-

uled to develop one-million lb. thrust

and have a 50% growth potential.

The program includes the construc-

tion and use of government test facili-

ties at Edwards AFB, Calif., and gov-

ernment furnished fuel for development
testing of components.
NASA administrative officers for the

program include Abe Silverstein, direc-

tor of space flight development: Abra-

ham Hyatt, assistant director of propul-

sion development, and Adclbcrt O.
Tischlcr, chief of liquid fuel rocket

engine programs, who will be the prin-

cipal project officer.



Army Aviation Broadens Base

Through Civil Overhaul Plan
Washington—Integration of civilian

overhaul facilities into U.S. Army
Aviation's depot maintenance capability

is on the upswing. Lt. Col. A. /.

McDermott. Jr., told a symposium
sponsored by Aeronautical Training
Society and the Aircraft Service Assn,

here last week.

Col. McDermott told civilian train-

ing and overhaul base operators that

Army Aviation's program, designed to

reduce that service's capital investment
necessary for internal depot mainten-
ance. not only is broadening its in-

dustrial base, but is also providing a

valuable training program for con-

tractors in event of expansion required

during an emergency.
Indications arc that Army Aviation

will represent a healthy market in

future years for civilian contractors, al-

though currently it is still restricted

because of budget limitations. Major
expansion period, both for pilot train-

ing and overhaul work, will probablv

await the 1960s.

Currently 80% of total Army Avia-

tion maintenance contracts is going

to commercial overhaul facilities, with

1 5% being handled by prune manu-
facturers. The remainder arc handled

in Army Ordnance Depots, according

to Col. McDermott. Chief, Contract
Maintenance Division. Directorate of

Procurement and Production. Army
Transportation Supply and Mainte-
nance Command. St. Louis. Mo.

In Fiscal 1958, Army's TSMC let

1 50 contracts with civilian base op-

erators and 36 intra-and/or inter-service

agreements representing approximately

S8 million on its “repairabies" pro-

gram; 18 SCAMP (Standard Configura-

tion and Modification Program) con-

tracts totaling approximately S3 mil-

lion. Higher workload is seen for

civilian contractors in Fiscal 1959 due to

the fact that current aircraft arc getting

older and requiring additional work.

Col. McDermott emphasized to con-

tractor representatives that Army con-

siders their facilities part of Army Avia-

tion’s maintenance echelon. According

to a military source, who would not

permit quotation. Army has no in-

tention of deleting civilian participa-

tion by setting up large-scale depot

maintenance facilities.

At policy-making level, the current

feeling appears to be that contractors

will continue to serve piloted aircraft

areas—airframes, engines, equipment
and training—and are not now con-

sidered in playing a similar role as

regards Army missile programs. Major

reason: their complexity requires such

a large and expensive inventory of shop
facilities that major modification and
overhaul will probably continue to be
lunneled through the primes rather

than to civilian servicing organizations.

Army's SCAMP program, which it

introduced in Fiscal 1958 to replace

former IRAN (Inspect and Repair as

Necessary), will be refined in Fiscal 1959

so that where contractor has know-how
and ability, he will perform maximum
accessory overhaul, formerly prohibited

under former IRAN and early SCAMP
contracts, which envisaged contractor

replacing accessory with serviceable

item and returning former equipment
to the Army which had planned to con-

solidate this work under separate con-

tract. New system may return out-of-

servicc aircraft to users in shorter time.

SCAMP program’s major innovation

was that all deficiencies are corrected by

the contractor, regardless of what eche-

lon of maintenance was responsible.

Previously, under IRAN, a contractor

finding more deficiencies than had been

considered required, returned some air-

craft to using commands under the

concept that they were responsible for

organizational and field maintenance.
This system was criticized by using

commands because of delay getting air-

craft fully operational due to high

attrition of skilled Army personnel.

Army noted that in order to aid

civilian contractors who have had dif-

ficulty in obtaining long lead time

items to full overhaul contracts, TSMC
is developing a listing of such material

and will procure and stock it to support

the contracting system.

Problem of price cutting on bids to

get Army contracts at almost any cost

was a major concern voiced by industry

representatives and the Army—the
former indicating that price appeared

to be the top factor considered by

Army contracting officers rather than

quality. Some industry personnel voiced

opinion that U. S. Air Force placed a

prime consideration quality in weigh-

ing contract awards and that Army's

apparent emphasis on price was a big

factor in some awards being given to

bidders who didn't have experience and
facility requisites to do the job.

Such practices, they point out. hurt

operators who find it difficult to retain

skilled personnel since many contracts

are on a one-vear basis and follow-on

work may be granted a competitor.

Army pointed out that often, if it

considered a bidder not eligible to

handle work, pressure was received

from Small Business Administration

and congressmen to grant the contract.

Indications are that office of Deputy
Chief of Logistics is accumulating case

histories of such awards which have

turned out unsatisfactorily because the

contractor was unable to handle it

properly and will make a presentation

to SBA. Armv noted that of IS

SCAMP contracts in Fiscal 1958. three

turned out unsuccessfully.

Both industry and Army representa-

tives indicated that setting up a “quali-

fied bidders list’’ that would closely

screen maintenance facilities and dis-

qualify those who did not meet certain

standards, could alleviate this problem.

Aeronautical Training Society-Aircraft

Service Assn, representatives said that

they would work to get such a list made
a part of future requirements.

Closer cooperation between Army
maintenance officials and civilian opera-

tions was advocated by Rex II. Madeira,

executive vice president. Page Aircraft

Maintenance. Inc. Madcria urged that

maintenance industry be worked into

a war-mobilization program, so that in

event of an emergency, its manage-

ment and personnel would be fully ac-

quainted with Army doctrines, tech-

niques and procedures, to minimize de-

lav in fitting civilians into Army’s re-

quirements. Such a program would
minimumiz.c disruption of contractor's

staff by retaining key men rather than

have them taken into military service

where their skills might be lost.

Airborne ‘SAGE’ Unit

Developed by Litton
Washington—An airborne “little

SAGF. system” that automatically ana-

lvy.es the fleet air defense situation and
the. capability of available Navy inter-

ceptors, then directs interceptors into

contact with enemy bombers, has been
developed bv Litton Industries. Bevcrlv

Hills. Calif.'

The Air Tactical Data System, or

ATDS for short, performs a function

similar to that of a giant land-based

SAGE computer, but is small and light

enough to be installed on carrier-based

airborne early warning and control

(AEW&C) aircraft. The entire system

is believed to weigh less than 2,000 lb.

Information on location of enemy
targets is obtained from the airplane’s

own airborne radar and from ship-based

radars, the latter being transmitted by
ship-to-air data link. Information on

the interceptor's position, altitude, fuel

reserves and available weapons is fed

to ATDS via air-to-air data link. Air-

borne computers calculate effectiveness

of intcrccptor-weapon combinations in

destroying attacking bombers and trans-

mit information to ship-based combat
information centers via air-to-ship data

link.
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Two rugged rotary actuators

power the unique cargo handling equipment

on the Lockheed Electra

Reliability of operation was a prime factor in the specification of these actuators

by SANC0R and LOCKHEED. EEMC0 products were specified because EEMC0 is a

specialist in the design and production of such precision-built actuators and motors.

For 17 years prime contractors in the civil and military aircraft and missile industry,

as well as their subcontractors, have relied on the experience of EEMC0 in this spe-

cialized field. Your inquiry is invited.

(0=EMCO)) ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CORP.
46)2 West Jefferson Bou/evortf, Los Angeles 16, Colifornh-Telephone KEpublie 3-0151

DESIGNERS AND PRODUCERS OF HIGH PRECISION MOTORS, ACTUATORS, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT ... EXCLUSIVELY I



NEW PUSH-BUTTON PANEL SWITCH

lights-up

^ colors

.

m

Switch and three lights

use only 1 square inch of panel.

a single modular unit

Monitors three different conditions

with individual colors.

Reduces panel space requirements over 60%

Flush-panel or sub-pane! mounting,

side or bottom lamp terminals.

Bulbs quickly replaced from front ofpanel.

Switching is available in Alternate Action (push-on,

of switching elements can be adapted to your

application. Switches conform to military specifi-

cations. Lamp circuit may be wired independently, ot

through the switching unit. Lamps are quickly

Color Alters available in combinations of any

of six standard colors.
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Douglas DC-8s Undergo Final Assembly
Douglas DC-8s are shown in final assembly area at Long Beach, Calif. The aircraft is to enter scheduled service at the end of 1959.

Eighteen airlines have ordered 140 DC-8s at a cost exceeding $700 million. Markings of Pan American. United and Trans-Canada

Airlines are visible.

News Digest

Britain made a long-expected deci-

sion to go ahead with development of a

supersonic strike-reconnaissance aircraft

to replace the Canberra. Plane would
meet RAID’s operation requirement OR
339. Order may be placed soon with
I lawker Siddeley group or a consortium

headed by English Electric and Vickers
Supcrmarine.

Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United
Aircraft Corp. has received a $17 mil-

lion contract from the Navy Bureau of

Aeronautics for production of HSS-2
helicopters. The HSS-2. (S-61), pow-
ered bv two General Electric T58 gas

turbine engines, has a flying bait hull

and all-weather flight capabilities.

Photon sail space vehicle studies at

the University of California’s Los Ala-

mos Scientific Laboratories have pro-

duced a proposal for a 50 lb. vehicle

which could be launched by a Van-
guard-type booster. Half the weight
would be for the sail—made of thin

plastic coated with evaporated alu-

minum about 50 yd. in diameter and
spread either by centrifugal force or by
foam plastic which would be formed
into ribs of the sail. Other 2 5 lb. would
be payload.

Electronic Specialty Co., Los Angeles,

has been selected to design and build

the antenna subsystem for North Amer-

ican's F-10S interceptor. Company won
the evaluation over five competing
companies for the several million dollar

contract. F-108 is first airplane to use

integrated antenna system for all com-
munications components.

Northrop Division of Northrop Air-

craft. Inc., and U. S. Air Force have

completed negotiation of a $50 million

contract covering production of addi-

tional Snark SM-62 missiles. New con-

tract provides for continuation of pro-

gram through December, 1960.

Boeing Airplane Co. has contracted

with Canadair Ltd.. Montreal, Canada,
for engineering services in U. S. Bo-

niarc missile program. Under the con-

tract. Canadair will send 150 missile

men to Boeing factory for six months.

Total aircraft sales volume of $95,889,

733, with net earnings after taxes of

$3,32-4,663, is reported by Beech Air-

craft Corp. for its 1958 fiscal vear ended
Sept. 30. Of sales, $32,103,569 re-

presented commercial business aircraft.

Previous fiscal year figures show total

sales of SI 03,904,870 with net income
of $3,369,340 and commercial sales of

$35,746,094. Backlog as of Dec. 1.

1958 exceeded S90 million.

Certificate of airworthiness has been

granted for Rolls-Royce Conway R.co.

10 turbojet engines for use in Boeing

Intercontinental 707-420 jet transports,

at minimum operating dry thrust of

1 7,000 lb. Conways being delivered

weigh 140 lb. under the company's

guaranteed maximum weight.

Johns-Manvillc Corp. will buy L.O.F.

Glass Fiber Co., Toledo, Ohio, on the

basis of one share of Johns-Manville

common stock for each 24 shares of the

glass company’s common stock.
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Convair Rolls Out Its First Model 880
San Diego—Intensive engineering and

production effort for fast introduction

of its commercial jet transport entry

paid dividends last week for General

Dynamic’s Convair Division when it

rolled out its first 61 5-mpli .-cruise

Model S80 two weeks ahead of sched-

ule. Ships 2 through 9 already are in

major assembly at Convair-San Diego.

Maiden flight of this first 8S0 will be
within two months. The initial four

aircraft will be put through a 16-month

testing program. Cabins of the first

three aircraft will carry test instru-

mentation. The fourth plane, for Delta

Air Lines, will be the first to be equipped
with a complete passenger cabin.

Second Model 880 off the assembly

line will be used for structural integrity

tests on the ground. Third plane will

fly in April, 1959, and the fourth in

/line. Model 880’s debut into sched-

uled airline service is slated for May,
1960, with Trans World Airlines.

Purchasers of the 880 include TWA,
50 aircraft; Delta 10; Swissair and SAS
Scandinavian Airlines, joint order for

fire Intercontinental 880s: Real-Acro-

vias of Brazil and Transcontinental of

Argentina each four Intercontinental

880s. American Airlines has purchased

25 Convair 600s. sister ship of the 880.

Sales, including S80s and 600s, now
total 78 planes. Capital Airlines is

currently negotiating with Convair for

purchase of 10 880s.

When TWA flies its first 880 in

scheduled airline service, it will have
received approximately 12 of the air-

craft, according to a schedule which

pinpoints one for delivery in November
1959, another in December, a third in

January, 1960. two each in February,

March and April, and three more in

May.

Delta Schedule

Delta will receive its first SS0 in

January, 1960, another in March, two

more in April and the fifth in May.
Deliveries of two Intercontinental

S80 versions to Swissair and SAS arc

scheduled for October, 1960, one each

in November and December, and a

fifth in January. 1961.

Commenting on the degree of en-

gineering accomplishment in the 880,

Earl D. Johnson, executive vice-presi-

dent of- General Dynamics Corp., de-

clared:

“Today, the 880 is no gamble-I
mean every facet of it—its structure,

engines, speed, reliability, and com-
fort. We have the finest. ... If you
look at the flexibility of the plane, we
will be selling it 10', 15 and 20 years

from now.”
There is no chance of a supersonic

transport pushing into the stage length

regimes the 880 would cover, Johnson

declared, indicating that these would
be hops from 200 to 2,500 mi.

At time of rollout, the 880's Gen-

eral Electric CJ805-5 jet engines, (com-

mercial version of GE J79) were not

fitted with sound suppressors or re-

verses. Sound suppressors are sched-

uled for installation in about a week;

the installation of reverses is further

down the line. Each engine will de-

liver 11.200 lb. static thrust.

Inlet guide vanes of the CJ805-5 arc

about 5 ft. aft of the lip of the nacelle

intake duct. This duct distance ap-
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Airline Strike Situation
New York—Settlement of American Airlines’ dispute with its pilots despite a new

strike deadline was indicated last week by hints that the airline might agree to pilot

qualification of its flight engineers on turbine aircraft. Strike was set for last Friday

night, but negotiations between the carrier and Air Line Pilots Assn, were continuing

in Chicago last Thursday.

In other labor disputes in the industry. Eastern Air Lines still was shut down

although it had reached agreement with International Assn, of Machinists members.

Dispute with Flight Engineers International Assn, members had not been resolved,

although Eastern’s flight engineers were meeting with a federal mediator.

Pan American World Airways and its pilots were in active mediation in Chicago.

PanAm and its Transport Workers Union employes were mediating in Washington.

TWU had lifted an overtime ban temporarily forstalled by a court retraining order.

The order was ended following an agreement by TWU that the bail would stay off

during the talks.

American’s pilots were free to strike after a federal court denied the airline an

injunction against such a move. The court had halted a strike under a restraining

order until it heard argument as to whether Railway Labor Act bargaining had been

exhausted and whether the parties had acted in good faith. In effect, the court

Bright note in the labor picture was Trans World Airlines, back in 100% operation

after settling with striking IAM employes.

parently is provided to smooth the

incoming airflow in off-angles of at-

tack. Nacelle exhaust section extends

about 5 ft. aft of the turbine wheel to

accommodate the thrust reverser, cas-

cades and sound suppressor installation.

Inboard nacelle is slung from the

bottom wing surface by a pylon which
puts the middle of the nacelle at about

shoulder height, indicating a high de-

gree of accessibility for work directly

from the ground. Outboard nacelle's

middle is at head height.

Compact Appearance

Cockpit of ship No. 1 gave a dis-

tinctly compact appearance, yet indi-

cated ample room tor accommodating
flight personnel. Visibility is excellent

from the pilot scats.

Looking aft into the fuselage from
the cockpit, the aircraft appears very

large in length and girth. External

fuselage is 111 ft. wide, vertical di-

ameter is 12 ft. 5 in. In first class,

four-abreast seating arrangement, the

880, will carry 88 passengers. Con-
verted to five abreast seating, it will

carry 1 110. Normal high altitude cruise

will be 55,000 ft., at which cabin will be
pressurized to 6,000 ft. At 20,000 ft.

the cabin will provide sea-level pres-

sure. Maximum cabin pressure dif-

ferential of 8.2 lb./sq. in. will be per-

Sonndproofing installation already is

fitted inside the fuselage shell of the

first 880, but interior equipment of

this test vehicle principally is a group
of 50-gal. drums manifolded to move

water from one drum to another to

simulate changing load conditions in

the fuselage during flight, as passengers

move up and down the aisle.

Flush antennas are contained in a

semi-circular housing on top of fuselage.

Small box-type enclosures on fuselage

and wing of ship No. I house pickups

for use in ground vibration tests.

Development testing of General Elec-

tric’s CJ805 engine was accelerated by
experience gathered on the J79 and by
flight testing the CJ805 in Douglas

XF4D and B-66.

In addition to flight data, General

Electric simulated airline schedules dur-

ing thousands of hours of running in

factory test cells, including operational

extremes which covered hailstorms and

American Petition

Denied by CAB
Washington— Civil Aeronautics Board

last week denied an American Airlines

petition to operate coach service in air-

craft with first-class seating configura-

tion during the “off-peak” hours be-

tween 10 p.m. and 5:59 a.m.

In its decision, the Board agreed with

an examiner’s findings that the pro-

posed sendee was not "off-peak since

the hours from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. were

not shown to be inconvenient in the

transcontinental market. . .
.’’

In this connection, American con-

tended that the shortening of flight

time created by the Douglas DC-7 and
the even shorter flight times which the

turbojet transports will achieve, make
the hours from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. more
inconvenient for transcontinental pas-

sengers than they were in 1949.

Convair 880 Speeifieali oil, PerformanceData
PERFORMANCE: Basic International

Cruising speed 615 inpli. 615 mpli.

Range full fiist-class payload and normal reserves , . 3,450 ini. 4,210 mi.

Stalling speed 113 mpli. 106 mph.
Maximum cruise altitude 40.000 ft. 40,000 ft.

Rate of climb (sea level, normal power takeoff

weight) 3,700 fpm. 3,140 fpm.

Fuel consumption (30,000 ft. average cruise power) 1,700 gal./lir. 1,700 gal./hr.

Takeoff CAR runway (sea level standard con-

ditions— 1,750 mi. trip) 5,200 ft. 5.500 ft.

Lauding CAR runway (sea level standard con-

ditious—1,750 mi. hip) 5,300 ft 4,930 ft.

CAPACITIES:

Payload (coach version 26,780 lb.) 23.150 lb. 23.150 lb.

Fuel 10,770 gal. 13,870 gal.

Oil 28 gal. 28 gal.

Cargo capacity 863 cu. ft. 863 cu. ft.

DIMENSIONS:
Over all wing span 120 ft. 120 ft.

Wing area 2,000 sq. ft. 2,000 sq. ft.

Over-all length 129 ft. 4 in. 129 ft. 4 in.

Height over tail 36 ft. 4 in. 36 ft. 4 in.

WEIGHTS:
Maximum landing gross weight 132,800 lb. 155,000 lb.

Maximum takeoff gross weight 184.500 lb. 203.400 lb.

Maximum ramp weight 185,000 lb. 204,000 lb.

Maximum zero fuel weight 117,000 lb. 126,000 lb.

ENGINES: Four General Electric CJ805-3 jet engines, equipped with silencers and

thrust reversers.

° With wing leading edge devices.
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Flight Engineers Ask Investigation

Of ALPA Examination Techniques
By Robert H. Cook

Washington—Flight Engineers Inter-

national Assn, charges that airline pilots

taking Civil Aeronautics Administration

examinations are "cribbing” are being

investigated by CAA.
The current investigation, begun last

week, marks the second time the accusa-

tions have been made by the engineers'

this result i

cancellation of the present CAA
examinations for flight engineers.

Six months ago. CAA examiners can-

celed a flight engineer examination be-

cause of almost identical charges

brought bv FE1A against the Air Line

Pilots Assn.

The FE1A charge is based upon
ALPA's use of a specially compiled 64

page “study guide” designed to aid

copilots desiring to obtain flight engi-

neer tickets.

CAA has obtained a copy of the guide

and is comparing it, question for ques-

tion, with its current flight engineer ex-

aminations to determine if the guide

contains the same questions and

The charge stemmed from FEIA’s

battle with ALPA over the "third crew

member” issue. The pilots’ union has

insisted that engineers serving on turbo-

jet aircraft be pilot-qualified as recom-

mended by a special presidential fact

finding board (AW July 28, p. 32),

while the engineers remain equally firm

in their stand that safe operation of

commercial jets demands the use of a

mechanic-qualified engineer.

Job Protection

While both unions premise their

demands on the issue of safety, the

union fight is also a matter of job pro-

tection since operation of the new jet

transports mav result in a need for fewer

pilots.

Although CAA has voiced concern

over the FEIA charges, ALPA says its

research is legal in every manner and
similar to many study curriculum* used

by government job applicants. The
pilots' union also has denied FEIA
charges that each time the CAA changes

its written flight engineer examination,

many of the new questions appear on

the ALPA study guide.

Changes in guide questions and prob-

lems come primarily from flight engi-

neer courses conducted by the airlines

and approved by the Civil Aeronautics

Administration, the union explained.

until it has completed an analysis of

the flight engineer examinations given

during the past six months, along with

a studv of the studv guide being used

by ALPA.
CAA spokesmen said that almost a

vear ago their concern over an ALPA
study guide caused them to send an
order to all CAA inspectors and exam-
iners advising them of "numerous re-

ports of the growing controversy be-

tween the ALPA and FEIA” over the

third crew member issue.

Referring to an ALPA study guide in

use at the time, the letter said it was

• Monitor all written examinations and
note the time taken to complete it by

the applicant. The CAA says it expects

the completion time for the examina-

tion to be approximately six hours.

Applicants who finish in much less

time, such as only three hours in some
past cases, are open to suspicion, they

• Review and re-evaluate the qualifica-

tions of all company-employed CAA
designated flight examiners with re-

commendations of changes where neces-

sary. FEIA says favoritism could become
a factor where an airline may have a

pilot qualified as a flight engineer and

designated bv CAA to give oral and

flight tests for flight engineer certifi-

cation. The pilots’ union, however, re-

ports that it knows of no cases of dis-

crimination against its members where

the CAA designee has been a mechanic-

qualified flight engineer.

• Use qualified CAA inspectors when
possible and particularly where any con-

troversy between engineers and pilots

i effect.

Exam Changed

This letter, still officially

received wide distribution, and m mid-

year the CAA canceled the then current

flight engineer examination and substi-

tuted a new one.

Results, the agency says, were imme-
diate "with the old passing percentage

of 68% under the cribbing suspi-

cions" dropping to only 40% with the

examination.

The study guide now being investi-

gated covers a broad range of subjects,

many of them merely review material

of existing Civil Aeronautics Rcgula-

Howevcr, some sections are prefaced

with such introductory paragraphs as

the following:

“The study guide material was com-
piled from vour fellow pilots' experi-

ence with the examination. We are

aware that a large segment of the pilot

group has had no experience with fuel

injection engines. Another large seg-

binc engines.

"If you experience unfamiliar ques-

tions or material not covered in the

study guide, drop us a note at the home

Another part states: "A question has

appeared on new tests regarding the

change to a.c. electrical units. The
choice of answers is as follows .

.

CAA says it agrees with the pilots

that their union did not break any

laws with their past study guide and
may not with the present but only be-

cause the study questions were re-

worded and not printed verbatim.

The problem is not new or un-

familiar. CAA two years ago tried un-

successfully to obtain increased appro-

priations to combat any possible damage
to its examining program by providing

funds for the frequent design of new
exams and the hiring of additional per-

sonnel to monitor the program. Also

defeated was a proposal that would have

made any proven “cribbing” charges a

misdemeanor.

Decrease Designees

CAA already has taken steps to avert

any possible "cribbing” damage by such

measures as decreasing the number of

CAA designees conducting oral and

flight phases of the flight engineers

examination and. wherever possible,

supplanting them with regular CAA
examining officers.

In addition, qualifications for ap-

pointment as a CAA designee have

been tightened by requiring the de-

signee applicant to conduct a minimum
of 10 individual examinations a year

with a Civil Aeronautics Administration

examiner present for at least one oral

and flight check.

Oral examinations conducted by CAA
examiners have been greatly expanded

to cover nine hours, as a further mcas-

In the event that its current investi-

gation of the ALPA study guide, along

with an analysis of passing grades dur-

ing the past six months, should dis-

close “concrete evidence” of the engi-

neers "cribbing” charges, CAA says it

has on hand 300 new questions as the

basis for a new flight engineers exam-
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PanAm Records First Ingestion Damage
By Glenn Garrison

New York—Pan American World Air-

ways last week experienced its first pre-

mature jet engine removal resulting

from ingestion damage, the major oper-

ational worry based on Air Force jet

experience (AW Oct. 20, p. 41). Un-
scheduled change was the third prema-

schcdnlcd Boeing 707-120 service was
begun by the airline in October.

Damage to inlet guide vanes and first

stage compressor blades of No. 1 en-

gine was caused by the ingestion, which
caused overnight delays to two flights

departing from Paris last week. A spare

engine was flown in from London and
the change took about a day.

Both other removals took place earlier

and followed failure in flight. One
plane turned back to New York after

departing Boston, and the other landed

at Santa Maria and waited for an en-

gine to arrive via PanAm cargo DC-6A.
Cause of the first removal was

thought to be failure of a water pump
seal which let water into the lubrication

system; the other incident involved a

bearing failure apparently from an oil

The airline has sought strenuously to

avoid the engine ingestion problem by
getting airport operator cooperation in

keeping ramp and taxivvay areas clean

and by clapping plugs on the engines

when shut off to preclude leaving ob-

jects such as tools in the way.
In its transatlantic jet operation,

PanAm continues to experience high

load factors on its daily round trips be-

tween New York and Paris and daily-

e.xccpt-Monday round trips between

here and London. Eastbound and west-

bound load factor percentages run con-

sistently in the nineties. The airline is

tightening up its operation as it gains

working knowledge with its new air-

craft. Nonstop flights are still a rarity,

due in large part to Port of New York
Authority anti-noise restrictions.

Extension of Runwav 13R at Idle-

wild from 9,300 ft. to' 11,200 ft. has

been completed, but this low-priority

runway cannot often be used by the

jets. Extension of Runway 25 from
8,200 to 10.000 ft. will be completed

soon and will help the situation but

Pan American recently made its first

westbound nonstop revenue flight, fly-

ing from London in 8 hr. 13 min. with

91 passengers and a crew of 10, BOAC
on Dec. 3 flew its de Ilavilland Comet
4 nonstop from London to Boston in

3 hr. 4 min.
Operationally, one problem PanAm

experienced was a limitation in en-

gine manufacturer Pratt & Whitney’s
warranty to 85% of rated maximum
except takeoff (METO) power. This

was strictly a warranty matter; Civil

Aeronautics Administration of course

approved 100% of rated power. The air-

line found that its Mach .79 best long-

range cruise speed could not be main-

tained at 85% power. Furthermore,

climb to the desired initial cruise alti-

tude of 33.000 ft. was impossible with

the limitation and 27,000 ft. was used

instead. Ibis meant an increase in fuel

consumption. Also, high speed cruise

formula, building up to Mach .82, was
impracticable because only near the end
of a long flight could that speed be

reached.

The manufacturer and PanAm re-

cently worked out a partial solution in-

volving a test program allowing 93.7%
of METO power during long-range

cruise, but not applicable to high speed

A major difference between flight

craft, according to Verne Fulmer. Pan-

Am’s flight control supervisor at Idle-

wild, is the critical temperature factor.

Temperature affects performance not

only at the terminal during takeoff but
at en route altitudes. As an example,

if temperature at the initial 33,000 ft.

altitude is — 50C, climb to that altitude

can be made at full gross takeoff. If the

reading at 33,000 ft. is —40C, with

correspondingly higher temperatures

to the ground, the jet can get only to

27,000 ft. after a full gross takeoff

under the step climb flight plan.

In connection with this temperature

factor, PanAm pilots have occasionally

run into unexpected trouble by en-

countering the tropopause, or where
temperatures do not continue to fall as

altitude is increased. Thus a pilot,

climbing to the next step of altitude

and expecting a povver-speed-vveight con-

dition based on a lower temperature,

finds he cannot maintain the new
altitude and has to go back down again

or use an undue amount of fuel.

I Ins situation might make it profit-

able for a jet to sacrifice considerable

knots of tailwind in order to find a

better temperature condition on an al-

ternate route. North of the great circle

route to Europe, Fulmer says, a jet

might find favorable winds of 100 kt.

but the tropopause might be down to

27,000 ft. In this situation, the flight

would be better conducted somewhere
else even if tailwinds were only 50 kt.

Ground temperatures can affect takc-

Japanese Build YS-1 1 Turboprop Transport Mockup
Japanese YS-1 1 turboprop transport mockup, on view at Japan Aircraft Mfg. Co. plant at Sugita, was built by Airplane Design Research

Institute as the nation’s first transport since World War II. Institute was organized by six aircraft companies—Mitsubishi Heavy Industries.

Nippon Aircraft, Kawasaki Aircraft, Fuji Aircraft, Mciwa Sankyo, and Showa Aircraft. Twin-engine transport wilt be powered by Rolls-

Royce Dart R. Da.10 engines producing 2.665 eshp. each (AW Aug. 4, p. 43). YS-11 has a wingspan of 105.6 ft., length of 87.5 ft. and
height of 29.3 ft. Institute says cruising speed will be 305 mph. for a range of 670 mi. at 20,000 ft. altitude.
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AIRLINE REPORTS LOWEST SEAT-MILE COSTS
airlines showed that the new jet-prop Vanguard will offer the
lowest scat-mile operating costs on all sectors from 200 miles

to 2,000 miles. The Vanguard, with a maximum payload of
29,000 lb. and a 139-seat configuration, was compared to five

other modern airliners for economy class jet age service-
including British and American pure jets and jet-props.

HIGHEST PROFIT POTENTIAL

oiler a profit potential at least 35% higher than that of any
comparable airliner—and turiee that advantage on economy con-
figurations. Many factors contribute to Vanguard profitability

on all ranges up to 2600 miles. Rolls-Royce jet-props have proved
their reliability and ease of maintenance. Simultaneous on-and-
off loading of both passengers and freight permits fast turn-

around. On high-density routes, the Vanguard is the biggest

profit-earner ever offered to the airline industry.

The Vanguard’s large, well-balanced passenger/freight capacity

makes possible high utilization and high profits even on off-peak

services. Because of its smooth, silent comfort and speeds that

Vanguard offers strong passenger appeal that makes for good

For detailed specifications and a cost analysis based on your

operations, contact Christopher Clarkson, U.S. representative,

10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York.

NEWEST FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN JET-PROP AIRCRAFT.

POWERED BY FOUR ROLLS-ROYCE TYNE ENGINES
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National Interchange Meets Delays
New York-National Airlines’ schedules to Miami with leased Pan American World

Airways jets have run into trouble through delays in the tight utilization cycle worked

out between the two carriers (AW Dee. 15. p.' 38).

Main cause of the delays, affecting about half of National’s New York departures

during the first week of its jet operation, was European weather which held up Pan

American flights so that the Boeing 707-120s were turned over to National behind

schedule. The delays ranged from 10 min. to 6 hr.

National last week began its second daily round trip with the leased jets as

planned, but was considering changes in the arrangement to give a little more play

in the cycle. Exclusive use by National of one jet. instead of working all schedules

ing the two National New York departure times so the second flight leaves in the

late instead of early afternoon, giving more cushion between that flight and the

sixth and final 707-120 was expected 1st weekend.

Scheduling of training flights in the jets has been played by car, using a plane for

this purpose whenever one is available. National training Rights have been con-

ducted in New York and Miami.

The six-hour delay took place Dec. 11, while three planes were grounded in

Europe xvaiting for a weather break. According to National, all but two of its

passengers chose to wait for the jet ride rather than accept accommodations on a

Douglas DC-7 piston plane.

off weights in several ways, one of them
being use of water injection. When
temperature is below 22F, water in-

jection cannot be used and maximum
gross automatically falls to 244.000 lb.

regardless of runway length. Without
takeoff injection, the aircraft can’t make
the required climb gradient, no matter

how many feet of runway it has. at

a greater weight than that.

Icing conditions on the ground also

cut allowable load because de-icing the

engine nose area drains some power
from the engine. This de-icing equip-

ment, separate from the wing de-icing

system, bleeds hot air from the engine.

port, gross weight drops 8,000 lb. off

full maximum.

Eastbound Stops

Pan American currently makes most
of its eastbound stops at Gander, an
airport with serious problems for the
jet. One end of its 8,200-ft. runway
has a .9 deg. upward slope, ratting its

effective length to 7,650 ft. In addi-

tion its height above sea level is about
500 ft., another limiting factor for a

jet. The icing takeoff conditions noted
above also are encountered at Gander.

Pan American now checks with the
military before dispatching each flight

to see if high-altitude transatlantic air-

space will be pre-empted by a military

movement. Formerly, flight plan

changes en route were made when alti-

tudes became suddenly unavailable

from this cause.

Jet air traffic control altitude sepa-

ration on the Atlantic in practice has
been 2,000 ft., although there has been
no CAA notice to this effect. Normal
separation is 1,000 ft.
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In shaking down their jet operation.

PanAm personnel have had to make
an adjustment in thinking to fit the

new scale of things. Weight and bal-

ance people, for example, arc getting

used to working with almost tripled ca-

pacities. Handling 109 passengers on a

flight makes life harder for reservations

personnel. And when relief equipment
must be sent, as to Santa Maria to take

care of passengers left there by the en-

gine change, two piston-engine planes

must be dispatched to take care of the

single jet load.

The ingestion-damaged engine was
being flown back to Idlcwild for com-
plete examination. Trouble was dis-

covered during ground cheek at Paris.

It had not been determined what for-

eign material had entered the engine

or how it got there.

CAB Predicts Increase

In Subsidy Payments
Washington—Subsidy payments to

certificated air carriers will continue to

spiral upward for the next 10 years at

least the Civil Aeronautics Board has

In its eighth annual review of sub-

sidy. the Board reported that local serv-

ice carriers now collect 79% of all in-

dustry subsidy and will continue to

draw heavily upon these payments as a

result of new equipment programs and
route expansions. Underscoring the de-

sires of Congress to continue expanding
air service to small communities. Board
members taking "at least a cautious and
probably a pessimistic view,” said this

group of carriers mav achieve a sub-

sidy-free status over the next decade.

On the other hand, domestic trunks

and international carriers apparently
will not require subsidy, the report said,

based upon the assumption that the
carriers will continue their “high level

of activity” and that the introduction
of commercial jets will prove profitable.

Fiscal 1960 figures allot S61.7 million
in subsidy for all qualified carriers, with
S48.9 million of the total earmarked
for local service operations. The 1960
figure includes S4.5 million to cover

tho added expenses expected from the
introduction of new aircraft.

The remaining SI 2 million balance

for 1960 will be distributed between
the helicopter operators and the carriers

serving within and to Alaska. The CAB
report estimated a total of S5 million

in subsidy for the three helicopter op-

erators now serving New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles.

Noting that they do not expect to

certificate any additional helicopter

services. Board members said it is their

policy to maintain this certificated heli-

copter experiment in approximately its

present framework.

While present models of helicopters

are costly to operate, CAB said it be-

lieves larger and more economical types
will be manufactured some time in the
early 1960s. Purchase of this new
equipment, it said, would "bulge” the
subsidy bills of these operators in much
the same manner as jet transports have
for the local service carriers but would
later reverse the subsidy trend.

Subsidy for intra-Alaska and main-
land-Alaska carriers has ranged between
$5 million and S8 million for the past
seven vears and has been estimated at

57 million for Fiscal 1960.
Future payments should decrease, ac-

cording to the CAB, because of recent

passenger fare increases allowed these

carriers coupled with Board plans to re-

arrange route systems as part of the
Intra-Alaska Case. The Board says it

also is considering the possibility of

reducing the number of carriers par-

ticipating in the mainland-Alaska mar-
ket.

Transfer of CAA
Scheduled for Jan. 1

Washingtou—Opera tions of the Civil

Aeronautics Administration will be
formally transferred to the Federal Avi-

ation Agency Jan. 1

.

All funds and functions of the CAA
will be taken over by the new agency
and a civilian complement totaling 27,’-

771 personnel will be reassigned to the

Approximatclv 24 Civil Aeronau-
tics Board employes will be moved to

FAA to handle functions of safety rule

making.
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SHORTLINES

Allegheny Airlines has received Civil

Aeronautics Board permission to pro-

vide a 331% discount to group passen-

gers making round trips between certain

points on the company's routes. Travel

bv a minimum group of 10 must be
round trip and be completed within

five days. Allegheny also has begun a

daily family-fare program with discounts

of 331% for members of any family

after the head of the family purchases

a first-class ticket.

British Overseas Airways Corp. plans

to inaugurate de Havilland Comet 4
jet service from London to the Far East

and Australia in 1959. with South
American sendee following in 1960.

Provisional schedules call for four

weekly flights between London and
Tokyo beginning in April and increas-

ing to five weekly flights in July, with
Singapore being included on a twice

weekly basis in August. Bv the end of

1959/ BOAC plans to begin five flights

per week from London to Sydney and
four flights weekly to Johannesburg.

Bran iff Airways has declared a divi-

dend of 30 cents per share on its 2,948,-

1 1 9 outstanding common shares, pay-

able on Dec. 31, to stockholders of

record Dec. 19. The airline announced
company earnings for the period Jan-

uarv-Septembcr, up 10% from the 1957

period, were composed of a profit of

51,664,635 on domestic routes, up 10%
from 1957, and a loss of SI 72,783 on
international routes, down from a profit

of $331,363 in 1957.

Chicago Helicopter Airways carried

9,094 passengers during November, a

45% increase over the same month in

1957. The airline says it has carried

over 100,000 passengers in the first 11

months of 1958. claiming a new in-

dustry record for helicopter airlines.

Ethiopian Airlines will become the

87th member airline in the Inter-

national Air Transport Assn, on Jan. 1.

Trans Mar de Cortes of Mexico plans

new service in the near future from
Los Angeles to La Pa/., Baja California.

Mexico, using Fairchild E-27 aircraft.

TSA-Transcontinental has been au-

thorized by the Venezuelan govern-

ment to make stopovers at Caracas on
its express routes from New York to

Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Buenos
Aires. TSA said, however, reservations

for New York-Caracas-Ncw York traffic

still cannot be accepted, but passengers

can board at Caracas for destinations to

either the north or south.

AIRLINE OBSERVER
Sharp decline in available seat miles offered by domestic trunklines during

November—the first decline registered since World War II years—reflected

strikes against Capital, Eastern and Trans World (AW Dec. 15, p. 43).

Although revenue passenger miles for the month also showed a slight drop,

the 10.5% decline in available seat miles created one of the largest monthly
increases in load factors ever recorded by the industry. Load factor for

November climbed to 59.42%, eighth monthly increase in this category

reported by the industry during the past three years. Despite this rise, how-
ever, November load factor of 59.42% was five points lower than the 1956
average of 64.42%.

United Air Lines is forecasting an 8% increase in the number of passengers

carried during 1958 and a 5.8% increase in revenue passenger miles compared
with the less than 1% expected in 1958 for the entire industry (AW Dec. 8,

p. 26). United also predicts a 16% increase in freight ton miles for the year.

Trans World Airlines has mothballed six Martin 202s at Kansas City for

lack of buyers. Three other Martins are on lease to two local sendee airlines.

Garuda Indonesian Airways is now staffed and operated entirely by native

Indonesians. Technical assistance agreement between Ganida and KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines terminated in February and, since then, Indonesian
personnel have maintained all domestic and international schedules with its

fleet of Convair 440s, 330s and 240s and Douglas DC-3s without outside aid.

London airport is installing new fueling system for jet aircraft at a cost

of SI.7 million. Facilities include three-quarter-mile pipeline linking two
new fuel storage depots at the airport. Third depot, now under construc-

tion, eventually will provide a storage capacity of onc-and-one-quarter million

gallons of fuel. Since estimates indicate fuel demand for jets will exceed

600.000 gal. daily by 1966, proposal is before Parliament seeking approval

for construction of two six-inch pipelines from main storage depots to

London airport—a distance of 8 mi.

New aircraft manufacturing company has been organized in Mexico in

cooperation with Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Known as Lockliecd-Azcaratc,

the company will begin production with the manufacture of a light utility

airplane designed to meet topographical needs of Mexico and other Latin

American countries. Majority ownership is held by Mexican citizens.

Renault of France is using air freight for delivery of spare parts for its

fast-selling Dauphine automobiles to the U.S. Renault feels higher cost of

air freight is offset by a reduction in handling and packing costs and by
elimination of middlemen shippers. Savings in delivery time over surface

methods of shipping has been cut from nine weeks to one week. Company
operates a fleet of six especiallv equipped ships to move automobiles to

tnc U.S.

Cuban government will purchase Sll million in Compania Cubana de
Aviacion stock to help the carrier meet its financial obligations. Cubana has
two Bristol Brittanias and four Vickers 810 Viscounts on order.

First regular Soviet passenger helicopter sendee has been inaugurated
between Simferopol and Yalta; Tass, the Soviet news agency, reports that

Mi-4 helicopters can cover the distance in only 25 min. as compared with
five hours by bus. The Mi-4 is designed to fly at speed of 193 mph. Tass savs

the first passengers were people arriving from the city of Kishinev' to spend
their holidays on the Black Sea coast.

Washington. D. C-, Board of Trade is working on plans for a multi-million

dollar airline tenninal-hotel-garagc-office building and heliport development
to cover a downtown city block. Airline terminal portion of the building is

expected to handle three million passengers a year and would tic in with the
roof top heliport to serve Friendship International Airport in Baltimore and
the new Chantilly airport now under construction in nearby Virginia.
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Get lighter weight, higher reliability with

complete ducting systems by Solar

COMPLETE DUCTING SYSTEMS — designed

to withstand rugged environmental

extremes—are being created at Solar.

Behind every Solar ducting component

is more than thirty years of experience

in producing top-quality aircraft com-

ponents requiring advanced materials

and imaginative fabricating tech-

niques. Result: Solar today offers com-

plete ducting and boundary layer

control systems -designed to customer

specifications— that are far ahead in the

field. Materials used include Inconel X,

ENGINEERS WANTED! Challenging projects, to
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A-286, 17-7PH, L-605 and others.

Specialized Solar-built ducting test

facilities duplicate severe demands of

today's advanced aircraft and missiles.

Production is carried out under rigid

standards of quality control, Many

Solar-designed machines— built to save

time and materials in intricate opera-

tions—help reduce costs and speed

output. Leading aircraft for which

Solar has designed or built ducting

include the F-102, F-106, C-130,

KC-135, A3J, F4H, 707 and X-15.

mited opportunities with Solar. Write torlayl

Complete design and engineering

responsibility, specialized test equip-

ment, and complete facilities for top-

quality production are only three of the

reasons why Solar is the logical choice

to help step-up your important ducting

program. For detailed information,

write to Dept. F-101, Solar Aircraft

Company, San Diego 12, California.

SPACE TEC H NOLOGY
Gen. Flickinger Views Survival in Space
(Man is on the threshold of flight into

space. His first tentative steps wifi be brie/

orbits of the earth. Bioscientists and engi-

neers are working to ensure the safety and

success of these early attempts—and to

prove eventually the fallacy of predictions

that space is uninhabitable for man. as they

have proved many times in the past the fal-

lacy of predictions that man had at last

reached his tolerance limits in the safe

operation of aircraft.

At a recent meeting of NATO’s Advis-

ors' Group for Aeronautical Research and

Development in Copenhagen. Denmark.

Brig. Gen. Don Flickinger outlined his

views on the biomedical aspects of space

flight. Gen. Flickinger is assistant to the

commander of Air Research and Develop-

ment Command for Bio-Astronautics and

assistant depot}' commander for research.

Because of the thoroughness of his Survey

of these vital problems, Aviation Week
is presenting his AGARD paper in three

installments. The first begins with a con-

sideration of metabolic requirements in

closed environments.)

By Brig. Gen. Don Flickinger

Our past work in oxygen systems and
pressurized cabins and cockpits in high-

performance aircraft, both military and
civilian, has provided us with an excel-

lent basis for the task of developing a

complete life support capsule capable

of sustaining a human payload in the

vacuum of space with the necessary de-

gree of reliability'. Even in this area,

however, despite this basis of knowledge
and technology, there arc many require-

ments for augmented efforts and new
approaches.

Standard information on metabolic

requirements is not directly applicable

to the space capsule and new data must
be collected on oxj’gen consumption,
CO. production, water loss, and the

excretion of metabolic wastes through

the skin and expired air on man in an
isolated closed environment. Simu-
lated space chambers at both the Air
Force and Navy Schools of Aviation

Medicine have been vigorously prosecut-

ing this problem and. in addition, the

man-carrying capsules of our Man-High
balloon flights under the direction of

Colonels Hessbcrg and Simons have
provided an excellent and practical

means of testing both hypotheses and
equipment.

Results thus far have indicated that

the following data obtained in these

space chambers are different when com-
pared with standard values:

• Oxygen consumption for one man sit-

ting and awake is just above the basal

level (240 cc. per man hour). This

value is obtained when the observation

is more than a few minutes, e. g. 3 hr.,

12 hr., etc. The data are similar to

average figures for submarine experience

for many men and many days.

• Metabolism of trace substances must
be examined critically. The loss of

small quantities of urea, volatile amines,

and other substances cannot be ignored

when the occupied space is sealed.

• Since there may be practical value in

hypothermia and the artificial hiberna-

tion induced by chlorpromazinc, such

altered metabolic states should be

actively investigated. There may be

Brig. Gen. Don Flickinger is assistant to

the commander of USAF's Air Research

and Development Command, assistant

deputy commander for research, and sur-

geon to ARDC headquarters. He has

served as commander of the ARDC’s
European office and as its first Director

of Human Factors. Gen. Flickinger also

was first commander of the Air Force

Office of Scientific Research. He was
graduated from Stanford University and
Stanford Medical School and took post-

graduate training at Vanderbilt and Har-

vard Schools of Medicine. He is a fel-

low of the American College of Physi-

cians and the Acromcdical Association

and a member of the Association for the

Advancement of Science, Association of

Military Surgeons and Institute of Aero-

nautical Sciences. Gen. Flickinger was
medical officer of the day at Pearl Harbor
on Dec. 7. 1941. and served in Hawaii,

the Philippines and the China-Burma-

fndia theater in World War II. He
holds the Legion of Merit. Distinguished

Flying Cross, Bronze Star. Soldiers Medal
and Air Medal.

long time periods in space flight when
man's usefulness is limited and supplies

could be conserved by reducing his

metabolic level.

• The value of nitrogen, which is usually

considered an inert gas in air, may be

greater than simply its function as a

diluent. Research must be done on
life in a pure oxygen atmosphere at 5

psi. The metabolic usefulness of other

trace components must be examined.

Closed System Needed

When we balance the metabolic re-

quirements against the payload avail-

able for biomedical needs we find that

using our most economic components to

maintain the livable atmosphere we end
up with a total time in capsule capabil-

ity of something between 2-4 days for

a single occupant. Possible state of

the art improvements in existing com-
ponentry in the form of liquid oxygen
systems capable of function in the

weightless state with little if any boil-

off, a reversible method of scrubbing

the carbon dioxide, plus a closed system
for water recycling might extend this

time capability to as much as 2-4 weeks
but beyond that we are faced with the

necessity of making a major break-

through in the form of a completely

closed regenerative ecological system.

This requirement is truly one of the
major challenges which vve face in

space operations.

I would be remiss at this point if I

were not to mention the fact that our

knowledge of space physiology as it

concerns the effects on man of spend-
ing days or weeks at a time in a hypo-
baric environment equivalent to 25,000

ft. altitude breathing 100% oxygen,
(though at near-normal partial pres-

sure). is far from complete though not
too unassuring. One could well ask why
vve do not insist upon a complete
duplication of the sea level environment
in the space capsule to begin with and
avoid these worries.

Payload in Orbit

The answer is as you might well ex-

pect and again resolves itself around
payload in orbit and the off-the-shelf

componentry available. In going from

5 psi. to 1 atmosphere pressure in the
capsule we require from 3-5 times the

weight of the basic structure. And if

we ask for a true replica of the compo-
sition of sea level air in our closed en-

vironment we arc faced with a require-

ment for a 2-gas demand regulator with
each operating different partial pres-
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sures, and this is not vet to be had.

At this point our consideration quite

logically turns toward the question of

natural adaptation and acclimatization

and to the possible uses of drugs to pre-

condition our space man to live easier

and function better in the type of en-

vironment which we can afford him.

A great amount of excellent work has

been done in high-altitude laboratories

throughout the world on the problem

ot adaptation and acclimatization to

constant low oxygen pressures and there

if no question but that acclimatization

does occur in which, through certain

historical changes, the vital organs de-

velop a measurably greater capability

foi efficient functioning under these

sub-optimal conditions. Whether or

not in actual practice, the time spent

(2-5 weeks) in acquiring this acclimatiza-

tion would he worth the effort in terms

of appreciable gains in safety of per-

formance is a matter still open to ques-

tion.

Certainly, the relatively narrow lim-

its under ’

the best of "conditions in

man's ability to adapt to major altera-

tions in his habitual physical environ-

ment. would lead us to base our hopes
rather upon the future improvements in

structures, design, and componentry to

piovidc a completely livable, long-dura-

tion environment in space.

At least brief mention should be
made of the thermal fluxes to be ex-

pected and the possible methods avail-

able to maintain adequate thermal

balance within the capsule. Many esti-

mates have been made of the tempera-

tures in orbit and during re-entry and
considerable useful data have been ac-

cumulated from earth and nose cone
experiments. Upon superficial examina-

tion of these estimates we arc very

easily and quickly lulled into compla-

cency regarding the extent and com-
plexity of the temperature control prob-

lem, yet many of us arc extremely chary
of writing it off so gliblv.

We do not really know all that we
need to about space heat relationships

particularly as they concern such meas-

urements as solar loads on a stabilized

orbital vehicle, the accurate time-alti-

tude variations of the earth’s albedo and
what heat-drains into the space sink

can be expected under various condi-

Lacking this necessary information,

wc base assumed that the major prob-

lem will be heat loss rather than heat

retention and that the major heat source

will be one-third man and two-thirds

his supporting equipment. These heats

can be fairly accurately predicted and
in presently contemplated systems are

being dealt with by means of a water-

ice heat sink.

This svstem by means of a 5-stage

heat exchanger handles about 1.100

Btu. per pound of ice, but suffers from

excessive weight penalty', appreciable

pressure resistance, and relatively high

power requirements. A more promis-

ing avenue is offered by a recirculating

working fluid in contact with the space

heat sink, though the inaction of this

svstem during the re-entry phase causes

To sum up the heat problem, then,

we can say that the present estimates of

temperature range during orbit and re-

entry arc well within long-term com-
fortable and short-term livable limits.

We feel that much additional data

need to be collected on orbital and re-

entry thermodynamics, after which
some high energy heat engineering must
be carried out before completely effec-

tive temperature control becomes a re-

ality.

Capsule Design Aspects

Tire anthropological techniques used

in space cabin design are in all respects

almost identical to the techniques used

in the design of present aircraft. That

is to sav, the space cabin must be laid

out in such a wav that the occupant has

the most efficient possible use of his

work space. He must be able to reach

and recover any items that could stray

under zero gravity conditions (and these

items must be minimized). He must

he properly oriented in his cabin with

Simmonds AEROCESSORIES, INC.
General Offices: Tarrylown, New York
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respect to both directions of flight and
the earth.

Orientation in a space cabin must
be obtained for both physiological and
psychological reasons. It is of primary

importance that the pilot be main-

tained in the optimum position (or

close to it) for taking G during those

portions of the flight in which he is en-

during massive acceleration loads. This

position consists of a supine posi-

tion with a back angle 20 to 25 deg. to

the horizontal, the thighs vertical, and
the lower legs 5 deg. above horizontal.

This may be varied for pilot comfort

by repositioning the thighs 20 deg.

without a serious loss of protection. It

is of interest to note that a 95th per-

centile man may be accommodated in

a 61 -in. long seat.

For psychological reasons, it is desir-

able to nave the subject oriented in such

a wav that, during the orbital phase of

the flight, he is feeing towards the di-

rection of flight with his feet towards

the earth. This will give him a refer-

ence with his earth-bound experience,

to replace his gravity orientation.

It is further desirable that he does

not move more than a few degrees in

rotation with respect to his surround-

ings within the capsule, or severe dis-

orientation will most probably result.

On later flights, it will, of course, be

desirable to determine the effects of dis-

orientation in zero-G by deliberately

including it. but it had better be

avoided tor the first few flights at least.

Another anthropological factor which

the space cabin designer must consider

is the protective equipment which the

pilot will wear. This will consist in a

fonn of pressure suit to protect him
against a decompression emergency and
provide emergency backup in event of

life support system failure.

To cite a specific example of how
such equipment will alter the specifica-

tions. let us consider the use of the

USAF MC-2 full pressure suit. The
subject’s sitting height is increased 1.5

in. with the addition of the helmet.

When the suit is inflated, another 1.5

in. is added to the seated height. 'Hie

elbow breadth increases 2.8 in. with the

donning of the suit and 4.6 in. when
the suit is inflated. An absolute mini-

mum hatch size for entry and exit into

the capsule is 27 by 17 in.

Earlier it was mentioned that the an-

thropological techniques used in design-

ing the space cabin were all basically

similar to those used in designing air-

craft cabins, save one. The one basic

difference which is little* understood

and immensely significant to the space

cabin designer is not a characteristic of

the new environment in which he will

place the pilot, but rather a character-

istic of the pilot himself.

In much of the popular literature

and in all too many serious proposals,

the pilot of the first manned satellite

is described as a light-weight, short in-

dividual because of the enormous
penalty' that must be paid in terms of

extra fuel for every pound of pilot

weight placed into orbit. Only later

when space flight becomes routine,

these authors say, will pilots of heroic

stature roam the space lanes.

The fact is that the first satellite

pilots must be a thoroughly picked

group. We must screen our personnel

to find those who are experienced ob-

servers. who have demonstrated quali-

ties of cool-headedness and resourceful-

ness in tight situations, who have good

intelligence, who can tolerate various

extremes of physical punishment, and
who are stable, calm, and confident.

We must reject those who, although

able to give a good account of them-

selves, do so primarily to prove some-

thing to themselves or the world. Then
wc must narrow this select pool of po-

tential satellite pilots down to those six

to 10 who are best fit to undertake

such a mission.

Let us examine more closely the

group of people with whom we would

begin our search. We could not search

the entire United States Air Force to

find our potential satellite crew. Stra-

tegic Air Command, Tactical Air Com-
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mand, and the other operational com-
mands could hardly consent to our pull-

ing off some 200 of their best pilots for

a testing program. The search would
doubtless start in Air Research and
Development Command itself. Even
considering all the test pilots, balloon-

ists, parachutists, flight surgeons, etc.

within ARDC, it would take a rash

man to estimate a list of much more
than a hundred subjects with satellite

pilot potential. The elimination of

90% of these for one reason or another
would probably be all too easy.

Thus, it can be seen that satellite

crewmen will be at a premium for many
years, just as X-l 5 pilots, Man-High bal-

loonists, etc. are today.

Husky Specimen Likely

The problem now begins to take

shape. We must select our crewmen on
considerations which leave optimum
height and weight fairly far down on
the list. If wc now look' at the anthro-
pometric characteristics of the popula-
tion defined earlier in terms of desir-

able attributes (and called by the Air
Force the “Tigers”) we notice a very

interesting phenomenon. The “Tiger”
population is significantly larger and
heavier than average.

The 200 “Tigers” were selected from
various sources: past and present Air
Force record holders, jet fighter aces,

past and present rocket plane pilots,

special mission flying personnel, skilled

parachutists, balloonists, and Edwards
AFB test pilots. In each group, the
trend was the same: the taller and
heavier man made up a disproportion-

ate amount of the population.

In most even-

case, it is important
to note that extra height tended to be
a handicap for these men in their jobs,

that is, they succeeded in spite of their
greater size and not directly because of

Wc find that we can obtain the great-
est number of potential subjects for an
adjustment in height of 2 in. if we
design our space cabin for the range
between the so-called 50th and 75th
percentile. If wc were to restrict our de-
sign to the 5th percentile or below in-

dividual, we would have onlv 2% of
the “Tiger” population to work with,
and with a total available population
in the neighborhood of 100, we couldn’t
even start a man-in-space program.

If we restricted our design to the
25th percentile and below, we would
have 17% of the group to select from.
Again, this is hardly enough, with any
sort of realistic washout rate. It turns
out that men of "average” height or
less comprise only 35% of the sample,
and we must include the 80th per-
centile man in our design to have two-
thirds of the population available.

When we examine the “Tiger”
weight distribution, we see the picture

is only slightly better, with the aver-

age or less massive individual compris-

ing only 39% of the total.

Considering the 11 rocket-plane

pilots (past, present, and future flights)

for whom data were available (Ann-

strong, Bridgcman, Crossficld, Everest,

Kincheloc. McKav, Rushworth, Walker,
A. White, R. White, and Yeager) only-

one falls below the 25th percentile

range in height (20th percentile) and
lie is 28th percentile in weight. One
other falls below 50th percentile in

height, and two fall below in weight.

All the rest exceed the standard 50th
percentile man in most critical dimen-
sions. And this is in a profession with

a premium on small size, due to ex-

tremely cramped cockpits.

All of this is not to say that a good
average or small man is not as good or

better than a good big man. Indeed,

from the standpoint of the designer, the

smaller the man, the better. It is just

that the odds are very good that the

first men into space will be fairly husky
specimens. This is simply another prob-

lem for the space cabin designer which
will diminish in seriousness propor-

tionated to the speed of its recogni-

tion.

Owing to the great potential risk

and large investment inherent in any

Booster Separation
Booster separation of U. S. Air Force Atlas

artist's concept by Rockctdyne Division of

chambered booster engine (foreground) is
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manned satellite program, regardless of

orbital altitude and duration, biological

instrumentation must have high prior-

ity in the design of early manned satel-

lites.

Only as manned satellites become
more reliable and sophisticated, as time
in orbit and orbital altitudes increase

and as space flight becomes more rou-

tine, will the need for thorough biologi-

cal measurements of the crew diminish.

Unknown Areas

Because we are investigating some
totally unknown areas of biology at tre-

mendous expense we shall wish the

maximum amount of biological infor-

mation per flight and we shall need in-

formation that will be meaningful for

future flight.

Next, because we are investigating

a potentially hazardous area we will

require the maximum amount of usable

information on the pilot's actual and
potential condition at all times during

the flight.

This is so that we can terminate

the experiment within the time re-

quired to assure the safe recovery of

Biological instrumentation falls then

into two functional categories: informa-

tion for the record; and safety of flight

information. Information for the rec-

ord will be environmental, such as cabin

humidity and acceleration; psychologi-

cal, such as tracking and reasoning tests:

physiological, such as skin temperature

and galvanic skin response: and general,

such as visual appearance and recorded

comments.

Safety Has Priority

Safety of flight information consists

of environmental data such as cabin

pressure, the partial pressures of oxygen

and carbon dioxide, cabin air tempera-

ture, and oxygen and power reserves;

physiological data such as EKG and
respiration rate; and general informa-

tion, such as visual appearance and
vocal comments when over a ground
control station.

The safety of flight information has

priority, of course, and must be tele-

metered to the ground even if other

information docs not get through. Once
action has been taken to break orbit and
re-enter, the priority of this instrumen-

tation automatically drops to that of

information for the record.

Information for the record may be

recorded and/or telemetered, whichever

is most efficient, but there is no par-

ticular need for it to he read out on a

real-time basis.

Biological Measurements

Of all the biological measurements,
the physiological instrumentation ap-

pears to be the most readv-to-fly. The
basic problem lies in base-line wander.

trace stabilization, etc., of the non-

digital data (EKG, GSR, etc.),

'

The environmental instrumentation

can be all off-the-shelf equipment, with
the exception of the carbon dioxide par-

tial pressure sensing equipment, which
requires some additional development.

Psychological measurements should

be made with a maximum of usability

and a minimum of interference; that is,

any test result must be usable in the

widest possible number of space flight

situations, and it should be a valid re-

sult for each situation. At the same
time, the tasks must not be so universal

of correlation and application that they

lose significance to the pilot in the

dramatic situation of his first orbital

flight.

Psychometer Tests

Perhaps on later flights the classic

psychomotor tests can be applied to

measure exact performance increments

or decrements, but on the first flight,

the subject will probably be too inter-

ested in monitoring his survival to par-

ticipate in mission-unrelated tests and
his performance level.

Thus, the psychologist must tax his

ingenuity in coming up with meaning-

ful tasks such as an astrogation problem

(Where is my orbit? Where am I in

my orbit? How long till re-entry?)

which contain elements of perfonnance

from which he can deduce or extrapo-

late meaningful data.

The usefulness of vocal and visual

communication (2-vvav and 1-wav) and
vocal and visual records of the flight,

particularly the critical parts, is so ob-

vious it need not be belabored. Here
the instrumentation consists mainly in

the application of various engineering

devices to cut down on what appear to

be the most massive of the biological

instruments.

A 2-speed camera with different rates

for different phases of the flight is an
obvious film-saver. A voice-operated

voice recorder is another. Two-way ra-

dio communication to satellites pre-

sents no major problem, in fact this has

already been done (although not with
voice, of course).

Television Band-Width

Television presents an interesting

band-width and power problem. In

order to get a picture of sufficient num-
ber of frames per second, and lines per

fiame to be used as a diagnostic and
decision-making tool by ground-based

medical officers, either a large amount
of power must be carried aloft, or an

extensive and expensive ground station

layout must be made. In any event,

the problem does not appear to be in-

superable and with the passage of time,

larger and more efficient ground an-

tenna installations will reduce the prob-

lem greatly.

PUMP
PRIMERS

“What? One Pump
For Several Jobs?”

The first time we offered to build

The unique construction of the Gerotor
pump accounts for its ability to cen-
tralize such diversified functions as

low-pressure hydraulic servo systems
and ^motors, in a single multi-cham-

same direction. The
one less tooth than its

The “missing tooth” fori

Gerotor pump. Thes'
and outer elements ro

ingle shaft in the

single housing are obtained
s of Gerotor elements
IS -hickncsses

and tooth sizes on a common shaft.~ :h set of course, has its own ported

5 Sis "Si.;

nent. Thus, vt

o 1000 psi con be deli

valveless construction, relatively

[

pulseless flow, high volumetric and

j

mechanical efficiencies.

Technical information plus complete
custom engineering and precision man-
ufacturing facilities to help you fit a
Gerotor pump to your exact require-
ments are yours for the asking.

W. H. NICHOLS CO.
Woerd Ave., Waltham 54, Mass.
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FREE FLOATING during zero gravity is Capt. Edward L. Brown. Weightlessness was achieved during aircraft pushover to zero G. airly experiments. At right, arrow points to sensitive gravity n

Zero Gravity Tests Show Man Can Adjust
Washington—Weightlessness in space

may not cause the serious crew prob-

lems many biomedical scientists have
envisioned.

Early experiments at Wright Air

Development Center. Dayton. Ohio,

in which man has been subjected to

weightlessness in an operating environ-

ment—admittedly for short periods of

time—indicate that his reactions arc

much the same as those experienced

under normal conditions, riving a

specified flight regime with a modified

Convair C-131B in which the stripped-

down cabin is used for experimentation,

the members of the Crew Stations Re-

search Section of Wright's Aero Medi-

cal Laboratory's Engineering Psychol-

ogy Branch have attained zero gravity

periods of from 10 to 15 sec.

The Audit experiments, conducted

over the past six months, indicate that

"no serious decrement in mail's per-

formance should occur as a result of

zero gravity,” according to Capt. Ed-

uard L. Brown, chief of the Crew-

Stations Research Section.

In one experiment, a special test unit

has been devised to test the speed and
accuracy of operation of a number of

different types of switches and levers.

T he unit has a vertical lever, a horizon-

tal lever, rotary switch, push-button

switch and a toggle switch which the

experimenter turns on and off in a

pre-determined pattern. Once lie has

become accustomed to the sensation of

weightlessness, he can operate the vari-

ous switches at approximately his

normal dexterity, accuracy and speed

during the periods of weightlessness

attained thus far.

Longer periods of zero gravity and

further tests may upset the conclusions

cached to date. But. as of now. Capt.

Brown said in a recent speech at the

National Academy of Sciences:

. . . “The results of this series of ex-

periments indicate that no special pro-

vision. such as wider spacing of switches

and levers, or springs or other restraints

to prevent the arm overshooting when
reaching for objects need be considered.

Without exception, the subjects have
been able to accommodate to the zero

gravity condition in a matter of a very-

few seconds. . . .

"In fact, subjects who perform ex-

periments in which the arm must be

extended and then raised and lowered

over a considerable portion of its possi-

ble arc. report that it is easier to per-

form the task during zero gravity.”

to Space
To achieve the periods of weightless-

ness in which the tests are conducted,

the C-131B is flown through a Keplerian

trajectory. The maneuver is accom-
plished bv diving the aircraft in a 10

deg. angle until it reaches a speed of

250 kt. The plane is then pulled up
at 2iGs to a 35 deg. climb angle. While
this angle is being attained, the throttles

are reduced to approximately 25 in. of

manifold pressure; the propellers are left

at 2.-100 rpm., a power setting which
has been found to result m minimum
longitudinal accelerations.

Zero Indication

When the 35 deg. climb angle is

obtained, the control column is pushed
forward until a zero indication is

reached on the G meter. The pilot

pulls out again when the aircraft

reaches a 30 deg. dive angle in order to

make the recovery without exceeding
the G or airspeed limits specified for

the C-131B. Recovery is made at about
2tGs and at an airspeed of 250 kt.

In motion studies, test subjects have
been allowed to float without restraint

m the aft portions of the cabin during

zero gravity in a work space approxi-

mately 6 ft. high, 10 ft. wide and
about 25 ft. long. In one demonstra-
tion of how inhabitants of a space ve-

hicle may move from one place to an-

other, the experimenter floats up the

back wall of the aircraft and then

pushes gently away with his feet. If

performed correctly, he will float the

entire length of the open area. If per-

formed incorrectly, he may come into

the ceiling or sides of the aircraft.

Members of the Crew Stations Re-
search Station also have managed to pro-

pel themselves forward with swiinming-

type motions of the amis and feet which
man apparently makes as a natural re-

action when he finds himself floating

in space. The swimming motions can be
used to accelerate or change direction.

The experimenters have found that

they can tumble over and over while

suspended during the period of weight-

lessness. With correct timing, several

revolutions can be obtained during the

10-15 sec. of zero gravity. Capt. Brown

reports, however, that “all subjects who
accomplish this maneuver report ex-

treme disorientation after a few revolu-

tions. In fact, the disorientation bor-

ders on a severe case of vertigo at

Aircraft Modifications

To equip the C-131B for zero gravity

flights, a number of modifications were
necessary. They included:

• Special pitch-lock mechanism was in-

stalled to the propellers after the crew
found itself with two runaway pro-

pellers during one experiment, to pre-

vent the propellers from overspeeding
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Powered by four JT4 Pratt & Whit-
ney Aircraft engines, the Boeing 707-

320 will carry 1 3 1 first class passen-

gers from New York non-stop to the

Continent in just over six hours!

Each of these new engines, commer-
cial counterparts to the J-75 which

drives many of America’s latest jet

fighters, delivers up to 15,000

pounds of thrust. Ability to pack so

much added power into a relatively

small space is the result of designing

engine components which will oper-

ate at higher efficiency, require less

area and reduce over-all weight.

Holley Carburetor Company, work-

For military applications, the Holley
main fuel control (right) is a companion

ing closely with Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft engineers, carried out this

exacting assignment on such vital

engine components as: the compres-
sor bleed governor, and the bleed

governor actuator. For single and
multi-engine military aircraft, the

Holley main fuel control is a com-
panion unit to the Holley governor

and actuator.

AIR BUBBLE in a tank of water during zero gravity behaves in unconventional manner

Small bubbles ride on larger bubbles without breaking through the surface, unless agitated

when the engine oil pressure drops.

During zero gravity, the engine oil pres-

sure drops to approximately 30 psi.,

which is insufficient to control the speed

of the propellers.

• Specially designed battery caps were
installed to prevent the spillage of bat-

tery acid whenever a slight negative

gravity condition was encountered.
• Modified sensitive gravity meter for

the pilot to use in holding the required

gravity readings for the various parts of

the maneuver. It is possible for the

pilots to flv this instrument to within

0.05G.
The aircraft is flown through the zero

gravity maneuver an average of 1 5 times

each flight. The flights, now being

made approximately twice a week, arc

under radar control throughout the test

periods in order to maintain adequate
separation from other aircraft and, as

an added safety precaution since the

runaway propeller incident, must actu-

ally be made within visual sight of the

Nuclear Blasts May
Propel Space Ships
Los Alamos, Calif.—University of

California’s Scientific Laboratory. Los

Alamos, is studying a method of pro-

pelling a rocket by a scries of small

nuclear explosions. If successful, the

technique might be applied to space

Los Alamos studies will determine
how effectively blasts from explosions

can be directed to get maximum thrust

for the rocket from given masses of ex-

ploding materials. The method is be-

lieved to be capable of giving several

times more push for each pound of pro-

pellant than by the reactor method.

Care would have to be taken to avoid

subjecting rocket structure to excessively

high pressures and temperatures.

'Hie laboratory will share ideas and
information with General Atomic Corp.
during the studies.

General Atomic has a contract to con-

sider possible structure and operation

of such a space ship.

X-15 Pilot’s Suit

Cooled by Nitrogen
Inglewood, Calif.—Full pressure suit

to be used bv North American X-15
pilots will be cooled by expanding liquid

nitrogen through it. Gaseous nitrogen

exhausted from the suit will serve as

cockpit pressurizing medium at altitude.

Cabin pressure differential is only 3.5

psi. When the cockpit is nitrogen-

pressurized, the pilot is completely de-

pendent on his suit and its sub-svstems

for survival.

But the pilot, however, can open a

ram gate to keep oxygen-bearing cabin

atmosphere at lower altitudes.

Pressure in his helmet is kept slightly

higher than in the suit to ensure passage

of oxygen from lungs into the blood-

stream.

In the X-15 program, pilots will be
instrumented and observed closely.

Pilot monitoring package in the para-

chute seat pack will pick up data from
various sensors attached to his body.

Seven telemetry channels will be used

to carry some" of it directly to the

ground stations.

Other data will be recorded on oscil-

lographs.

TEST
EQUIPMENT
ENGINEERS

If you’ve been looking for an

opportunity to explore new
engineering territory, the

electronics test equipment
group may be right down
your alley.

We need engineers to do
research and development
based on an entirely new elec-

tronics test equipment philos-

ophy. Briefly, the job involves

design of test equipment and

analysis of electronics designs

submitted by vendors and
subcontractors. This is one
phase of our work on
advanced weapon systems

B-70 and F-108.

A BSEE, plus experience, can

qualify you.

For more information please

write to: Mr. A. M. Stevenson,

North American Aviation,

Inc., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

NORTH
AMERICAN
AVIATION, INC.
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

Aviation W eek Pilot Report (Part I) :

Electra Shows High Degree of Flyability
By Richard Sweeney

Burbank—Lockheed’s turboprop Elec-

tra, designed for economical operation
on yo-yo (up-down-up-down) flight pro-

files, demonstrates a saving in pilot

effort that blends well with the aircraft's

work-horse mission.

For example, smoothness of the
transport's Allison 501-D13 constant
speed turbine engines and Aeroproducts

606 propellers help reduce pilot fatigue

by cutting down sound pressure levels

and heavy surges associated with large

power changes and landings and take-

offs of piston-powered aircraft. Basi-

cally, it is a pilot's airplane with a high

degree of flyability.

Flight Qualities

The plane’s basic flight qualities were
graphically demonstrated to Aviation
Week's pilot in his first left-hand seat

flight in the Electra. Takeoff and land-

ing were accomplished under reduced

visibility conditions which, while legally

still VFR, required instrument flight

for all practical purposes. Los Angeles

famed smog strongly influenced a tran-

sition to gages seconds after liftoff in

mid-afternoon. Landing, 3 hr. later, was

after dark, and reduced visibility

strongly indicated landing out of ILS
approach to Lockheed Air Terminal

Both landing and takeoff were accom-
plished with reasonable quality, no un-

due strain.

Electra flight evaluation was accom-

plished with both production and test

aircraft. First flights were made in pro-

totype Electra, N1881 (Lockheed No.
1001). Final flight in the program was
made in standard production Eastern

Electra N5509, Lockheed No. 1013.

Evaluation work accomplished in pro-

totype 1001 was done during Lockheed
test program on a new configuration of

a Bendix autopilot and other items re-

quiring engineering test flight data.

Aviation w eek work was sandwiched
between regular flight test card maneu-
vers and added to flight programs after

completion of regular test cards.

Accomplishing the Lockheed card in

addition to Aviation Week evaluation

work, some 9 hr. 22 min. were flown

in the left seat of 1001, giving Aviation
Week’s pilot additional indication of

the airplane’s over-all characteristics.

Some of the Lockheed work dovetailed

with the Aviation Week program,

demonstrating certain characteristics.

In line with the Electra’s short to

medium haul role (AW March 31, p.

46), particular emphasis was placed in

evaluation on low speed (holding), ap-

proach. instrument flight, takeoff and
landing characteristics, in varying con-

figurations, including engine out and
control boost off.

Air work was done in 1001 as well,

investigating the edges of the flight en-

velope, without completing those ma-
neuvers which would have shaken up
the plane's load of flight test instru-

mentation too badly or knocked it too

far out of calibration.

For the pilot, walkaround inspection

of the Electra is simple and straight-

forward. Usual inspection of surfaces,

wheels, brakes, wells, structures and ex-

amination for hydraulic or other fluid

leakage arc standard. Plumbing in the

aircraft is such that there arc no hid-

den corners or difficult gages to read and
check. Having one pilot in the cockpit,

or the flight engineer, senes very well

for controls and trim surfaces move-
ment checkout.

Cockpit of the Electra is well laid

out, with adequate working space for

pilots and flight engineer, all controls

within easy reach. Instrument panel

layout in the production Eastern Air

Lines aircraft flown is excellent, and
adherence to basic T format without ad-

ditional clutter provides grouping for

good readability' and integration and in-

terpretation.

Dual Gages

Instrument panel in 1001 had flight

test configuration, included dual sen-

sitive airspeed gages with single knot
markings spaced so that 1 kt. airspeeds

could be read accurately. Both Elec-

tras flown in evaluation had the new
altimeter configuration, sweep hand
reading hundreds of feet while a drum
in a window indicates thousands. This

is the same altimeter used in the Boe-

ing 707-120 flown earlier this year in

an Aviation Week evaluation (AW
Oct. 6, p. 70).

Tile test airplane had a Bendix Series

200 integrated pilot display while the

production Eastern aircraft incorporated

a Collins FD-10S display.

Center engine panel was substanti-
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New SPS super bolts offer

120,000 psi shear strength at 900F
High strength, high temperature
fasteners can save several hundred

pounds per airframe

At 900°F these new SPS Super High Strength Shear

Bolts are 71% stronger than the best standard shear

fasteners now in use (NAS 464. 333). At room tempera-

ture they are 64% stronger. They automatically save

you 25-50% in shear bolt weight because they replace

conventional fasteners one to two diameter sizes larger

. . . with no compromise in reliability. On a large air-

frame, this can mean a saving of several hundred pounds

in shear bolt weight alone. Furthermore, the use of

smaller fasteners often permits miniaturization of related

parts in a joint, resulting in additional weight savings.

Forged from 5% chrome high-strength steel, the new
bolts are furnished in two series: 132,000 and 156.000

psi shear strength at room temperature. The material

of which they are made is heat treated to 220,000 and

260,000 psi tensile strength respectively, making these

the strongest shear fasteners ever offered the aircraft/

missiles industry.

We also

Both series of the new SPS Super High Strength Shear

Bolts are available in standard sizes 10-32 through

%-l8, with either 100° flush heads (Hi-Torque or Torq-

Set wrenching feature) or protruding heads (12-point

external wrenching feature), and with companion lock-

nuts of new design. Bolt and locknut are finished in a

diffused cadmium-nickel plate that resists the acceler-

ated oxidation effects of high temperatures and corro-

sion at room temperature. For complete information,

write Aircraft/Missiles Division, Standard Pressed

Steel Co., Jenkintown 3, Pa.

HIGH RELIABILITY

SPS research is continually developing fasteners with

higher standards of predictable performance. By install-

ing SPS high-reliability fasteners in your assemblies,

you increase overall product reliability.

Jenkintown • Pennsylvania

ally the same for both aircraft. Al-

though controls are well within reach

of pilot and copilot for all required

operations; much work is handled by
the flight engineer from his central sta-

tion behind the center control pedestal.

Pilots arc not involved in starting pro-

cedures necessarily, although they can

accomplish the operation from their

Prestart checklist is primarily a func-

tional checklist which is run out by the

flight engineer.

While a detailed checklist is used in

standard airline operations, an abbrevi-

ated form is used in Lockheed test work
after the airplane is signed off for flight,

and this form was used in all 1001

flights. Prestart, that part done with

all crew members at stations, is short

and simple, and after start and during
taxi, just four additional items arc ac-

complished to rcadv aircraft for take-

off.

Result was that usually when taxi

clearance was given the 1001, takeoff

clearance also was given unless there

were other aircraft ahead waiting to go.

Several times, the run from release

of parking brakes on the Lockheed en-

gineering flight test ramp to liftoff was
made without one full stop, although a

fair hesitation was made when the air-

craft was aligned for takeoff and take-

off power was applied.

F,xisting ground temperatures during

the flight evaluation period remained in

the middle and high 70's, and com-
bined with gross weights, resulted in

V, (liftoff or unstick speed) values of
121 to 123 kt. indicated airspeed

(IAS). Takeoff gross weight for ma-
jority of 1001 flights was 97.694 lb.,

one takeoff was made at 109,573 lb.,

and the production hastern Air Lines

plane took off at approximately S8.000

Critical engine-out speed, V,. the
go. no-go value for accelerated stop

distance, was approximately 115 kt. for

1001 flights.

Takeoff and Climbs

Majority of takeoffs, first and sec-

ond segment climbs, followed standard
procedures. A variety of final segment
climbs used-high rate, high angle.

Lockheed flight test procedural speed
of 1 SO kt. IAS. and airline standard cn
route climb speed of 210 kt. IAS.

Standard takeoff procedure calls for

the pilot to steer using noscwhccl steer-

ing wheel on left console, until aerody-
namic control is obtained with rudder,

usually about 50-60 kt. As the wheel
is released, the pilot assumes soke con-

trol through the final stages of acceler-

ation and liftoff.

With the F.lcctra's propellers, rota-

tion speed V, at takeoff is not so critical

as it is in pure turbojet aircraft, and
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V, usually is assumed at 2-3 kt. below
V,.

Rotation is not so great as with a

swept-wing jet either, is completed
quickly and the aircraft Is airborne.

With less severe rotation, more leeway

on speed points, Elcctra takeoff tech-

nique is more closely related to piston-

powered aircraft methods than to the

pure turbojets.

One high climb rate takeoff was made
from Burbank, using Runway 15 which
is approximately 6,000 ft. long. Takeoff

was initiated from a running start, ic..

takeoff power applied as the plane

rolled straight after assuming takeoff

position and alignment on runway.

At far end of runway, Elcctra had
approximately 500 ft. altitude. Airspeed

used was 147 kt., approximately V, plus

26 kt. As a check of the plane's normal

obstacle clearance abilities, values used

were considered valid when projected

for normal operations.

A somewhat higher angle and rate

would have been achieved with reduced

airspeed, but settings used were prob-

ably more realistic in their relationship

to a- fully loaded aircraft and resultant

Over-all impression of Elcctra in take-

off is one of ample power and margins;

propeller efficiency at low speeds is a

welcome feature, the aircraft is simple
and straightforward; conventional tech-

niques as used with piston-powered

planes are valid, and although high-

temperature operations are affected by

turbine power losses, there arc enough
built-in cushions all around to keep the
airplane off the critical handling list.

Handling qualities and techniques
remain substantially the same regardless

of gross weight and center of gravity

position, and with due consideration

for power factors, probably remain
pretty much the same for hot day oper-

ations.

Final segment climb rates varied ac-

cording to airspeeds used, with maxi-

mum values at times exceeding 2,000

fpm.. while minimum values were only

slightly less than 1,000 fpm. at altitudes

exceeding 20.000 ft. In several cases

where lower indicated airspeeds were
used, climb rates stayed above 1,000

PRESTART checklist is run through in Elcctra cockpit by Aviation Week evaluation pilot

Richard Sweeney. Instalment at right of pilot's panel is a radar scope.
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proven champion of U.S. Strategic Airlift

92 battle-ready troops can be flown in the C-130

Hercules from U.S. bases to any trouble spot on
earth— all the way, with no change of planes—in 24

hours or less.

Powered by 4 Allison Prop-jets, the Hercules can

land on or take off from short, rough fields, sand,

snow and ice—a capability demonstrated dramat-

ically in 2 years of world-wide USAF service.

Designed specifically for transport of troops, sup-

plies, and supporting equipment, the C-130's crew

and cargo compartments are air-conditioned and

fully pressurized.

20 tons of pallet-loaded cargo can be winched in

or out of the Hercules in only 40 seconds—cutting

normal loading/unloading time from 3 hours to

15 minutes or less.

The Hercules’ huge hydraulically-controlled

9-foot by 10-foot aft cargo door and mammoth cargo

capacity will accommodate big missiles and ground

support equipment.

62-tons big, 6-miles-a-minute fast, the Hercules

cruises at altitudes above the weather to deliver cargo

or troops to airheads over 3400 nautical miles away.

Recent events of world-wide importance have em-

phasized the unmatched strategic airlift capability of

the Lockheed C-130 Hercules. No other aircraft can

do so many personnel/cargo hauling jobs so well, so

fast, so economically. Now being produced in the

world’s largest aircraft plant under one roof, the

Hercules can readily be manufactured in accelerated

quantities to meet the needs of ourArmed Forces and
give U.S. taxpayers more airlift per dollar.

LOCKHEED means leadership
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, ceorcia division, Marietta, Georgia



fpm. to 24,000 ft., the standard altitude

used for Lockheed autopilot test pro-

gram.
On one takeoff and climb to test alti-

tude at flight test procedural speed of

180 kt. IAS, elapsed time from liftoff

to altitude was IS min., for an average

climb rate of 1,33? fpm.

One climb was made at 1 50 kt. IAS
for a sustained period, in a sampling

of low speed climb characteristics.

Climb rate exceeded 2.000 fpm. most

of the time, with the airplane in clean

configuration, aft center of gravity po-

sition: climb power setting used is

895C turbine inlet temperature, yield-

ing approximately 3,300 lip.

Controllability and stability are excel-

lent, while control response is excellent

with comparatively light forces.

Margin between V, and speed used

was of the order of 28 kt.. and while

forces were light, there was no indica-

tion of lessened response or excessive

sensitivity. Aircraft does not labor to

sustain the airspeed or climb rate.

When using Lockheed flight test

procedural climb speed of 180 kt. IAS.

climb rate staved close to 2,000 fpm.

until above 10,000 ft., remained be-

tween 1,500 fpm. and 1,000 fpm.

throughout remainder of climb to alti-

At normal airline cn route climb

speed of 210 kt. IAS, rates were corre-

spondingly reduced, but stayed within

approximately 300 fpm. of flight test

climb speed values.

One instance where Lockheed work
demonstrated Electra characteristics

was an investigation of certain cooling

situations. Conditions specified No. 2

(instrumented) engine at rated power
for the test, an airspeed of 130 kt..

5.000 ft. altitude, gear down and re-

maining three engines as required to

maintain altitude.

Instrument Techniques

Due to time of day, after dusk, the

run was accomplished primarily by in-

strument flight techniques. During part

of this run, water ballast was being

transferred to shift center of gravity

from aft position required by autopilot

tests to a more normal landing position,

resulting in a constant trim change for

quite a few minutes.

Taking advantage of the situation,

the aircraft was held against the trim

change manually to sample forces and
responsivenesses, also was retrimmed

incrementally as required bv changing

center of gravity, to sample trimout

characteristics under these conditions.

In final stages of run. the aircraft was

trimmed out to hands-off flight after bal-

last transfer was completed.

Gross weight approximated 89.392

lb. at run’s start, some 5.000 lb. less

than maximum landing weight. Center

of gravity started at 33.8'? Mean Aero-

dynamic Chord (aft position) and was

sliiftcd to 23.2% by ballast transfer.

Minimum Trimout

Throughout the exercise, the aircraft

remained stable and developed no trim

changes in yaw and roll (after stabiliza-

tion in run configuration). The aircraft

was held against pitch trim changes

without excessive effort. Trimout for

constantly changing center of gravity

was accomplished with minimum effort.

Trimout for hands-off condition fol-

lowed on very well, and the aircraft

retained excellent stability in all axes

after trimout was completed.

Over-all. control and responsiveness

remained excellent at the relatively low

speed, although care was required in

holding manually against trim change

since sensitivity was increased at this

speed, producing a sensation somewhat
akin to flying along balanced on a ball

bearing.

Electra uses pilot-operated trim con-

trol wheels in ail three axes, with direct

cable connections to tabs. Pitch trim

gearing is such that one complete revo-

lution of wheel produces 3 deg. tab an-

gle change.

Takeoff elevator trim tab setting for

Electra is 1 0 deg. nose up, a function of

the aircraft’s geometry. Observations
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Stranger on a Strange Stand
The Place: The new Airwork-Miami Accessory Shop.

The Strange Looking Devices in the Foreground: The pump and fuel

control that make up a jet engine’s fuel control system.

With this, a leading piston engine overhaul agency enters the jet age

... by overhauling the most complicated unit in the jet engine system.

In the process, Airwork will set new performance standards, too. For

example, the flow meters on Airwork Test Benches are four times more

accurate than those used in current stands. And Airwork stands are

so made that they can accurately simulate the operating conditions of

any of the test stand systems now in use by accessory and engine

manufacturers. This makes it possible to check any of today’s perform-

ance standards on one stand!

You may not be flying jets for several years. But, when you do, Airwork

will be ready with the skills, the equipment, and the industry leading

standards they have already established for piston engines. Quality in

jet accessory overhaul will be ready for you—when you are ready for jets.

BRANCHES IN:

WASHINGTON
NEWARK • MIAMI • ATLANTA

CLEVELAND

Millville, New iersey
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Electra Specifications

Maximum takeoff gross

weight 113,0001b.

Maximum landing weight . . . 95,650 lb.

Maximum zero fuel weight. . 80,9101b.

Maximum speed (sea level

to 8,000 ft.) V 364 kt. EAS°

alt.) V..
1

Mach .640

Normal operating speed V„„

(sea level to 12,000 ft.) ... 324 kt. EAS
Normal operating speed V,,.,

(12,000 ft. alt.) Mach .615

Maneuvering speed V, 203 kt.

Maximum flap speed, bakeoff

and approach (80%) 190 kt.

Maximum flap speed,

landing (100%) 170 kt.

Maximum speed, lauding

gear extension 190 kt.

Maximum speed, landing

gear extended 217 kt.

out (sea level, standard dav). . . 1 10 kt.

Acceleration limits, flaps up (to

maximum takeoff gross weight) . . 2.5G
Acceleration limits, flaps down

(t. ... x .... I d g right). . .2.0G

Fuel dump limits,

clean configuration .140 kt. to 200 kt.

Maxi........ operating altitude .. 30,000 ft.

'—Equivalent air speed

by Aviation Week’s pilot at several

points during the flight evaluation in-

dicated trim, setting remains on the
high side in most of flight regimes, in-

cluding during high rate descents.

Largest trim change observed in Elce-

tra flight work occurs when flaps arc

extended from takeoff-approach setting

(80% of travel) to landing positions

at 100% travel. Electra has Fowler-

type flaps, and last percentage of travel

is primarily downward to increase drag
effectiveness, whereas earlier part of

travel primarily increases wing area and
lift coefficients.

be held and flared for landing against

the approach trim setting, although
forces arc increased. Landing from this

situation is not difficult if proper power
handling and airspeeds are observed.

General Observations

During evaluation, several general ob-
servations were made:
• Using Negative Torque System
(NTS), which produces the effect of

free wheeling the propeller when an
engine loses power, flight qualities and
handling characteristics changed very
little from those which are obtained
when an engine is completely shut down
and propeller feathered. The Allison-

developed NTS is a mechanical system
which, when engine power is lost and
propeller begins to turn the engine

(high drag condition), automatically

actuates the propeller feathering pump
to move blades toward coarse pitch po-

sitions until drag is relieved as blades

reach the proper angle to produce zero

thrust-zero drag condition. Unit is lo-

cated on engine gear case. A plunger
is moved when propeller starts to drag

the engine, and actuates a cam which
in turn controls amount of propeller

feathering pump work. As propeller no
longer drags engine, plunger movement
is relieved, in turn moving the cam
again to shut down feathering pump.
Changes in attitude, airspeed or any
other parameter which would tend to

reinduce propeller-dragging-cnginc con-
dition is immediately and automatically

offset by Negative Torque System to

keep the zero thrust-zero drag condition
in force. Although not yet accepted

as a substitute for autofeathering con-

trols on Electra, Negative Torque Sys-

tem may well replace this unit at future

date, since H ml. t characteristics using
NTS arc so close to those produced
when a propeller is feathered. While
proper procedure is to feather inopera-

tive or malfunctioning engine. NTS
considerably relieves pilot strain during
the critical period of several seconds

after engine failure during takeoff, final

approach or landing pattern maneuver-
ing, and has several advantages over

autofcathcring.

• At 24,000 ft., using Negative Torque
System, engine-out qualities in maneu-
verability, controllability and control re-

sponse arc excellent, lii this and other
single engine investigations. No. 1

powcrplant was shut down, which is the
critical engine for Iilcctra according to

Civil Air Regulations. Additional en-
ginc-out work was accomplished in gen-

eral flight qualities cvalaution at 1 5,000

ft. and 5,000 ft., with aircraft showing
up extremely well in standard climbs,

descents and turns.

• Manual flying characteristics at 24.-

000 ft., which may well be an average

altitude for the Electra on medium
stage length trips, arc excellent. High
altitude efficiency of engine-propeller

combination along with the aircraft’s

acrodvnanuc characteristics will make
the aircraft relatively easy to fly 1))' hand
should this become desirable.

• Flight control forces, which are direct

airload derived and are proportional to

the total force required to move sur-

faces when hvdra.ilic boost is operating,

arc very good. Proportion is in form

of parallelogram, with pilot force as

one side, hydraulic boost the other.

With boost off. pilot supplies total

force required. Boost off operation is

simply a bypassing of hydraulic fluid

around actuating cylinders, and control

cables and tubes transmit pilot move-
ments directly to surfaces.

• Standard high rate descent was made
from 24.000 ft. to 1 5.000 ft., with air-

speed held to 310 kt. indicated air-

speed. descent rate approximating 4,000
fpm. Aircraft flics down well, and trim

change is negligible after initial com-
pensation for nose down attitude.

A maximum rate descent is accom-
plished in Electra at maximum air

speed (V.,-) which is Mach .64 down
to 8,000 ft., and 364 kt. equivalent air

speed under that. At tjiis velocity de-

scent rate will be at least 5,500 fpm..

probably 6.000 rpm. or better.

(ill., I report on the Lockheed Electra. The
concluding portion will appear in next

week’s Aviation Week.)

l
l I I

USAF's C-130B Makes First Flight
U. S. Air Force’s Lockheed C-130B turboprop transport makes its first flight at Marietta. Ga.
The first version of the C-130B will be delivered to Tactical Air Command early in 1959.

The transport is powered by four Allison T56-A-7 turboprops (4.050 cslip. each) with four-

bladed 13! -ft. dia. Hamilton Standard 54H60 Hydromatic propellers (AW Sept. 15. p. 37).

Additional fuel-carrying capacity of the C-130B extends nonstop range to 4.000 mi., com-
pared with 3,000 mi. for the C-130A. First flight lasted one and a half hours.

AVIATION WEEK, De 22, 1958



Shielding Data
that would fall open when unlatched
in an emergency. Emergency escape
hatch in the roof was spring-loaded, and
it automatically opened and locked

when unlatched.

Part of the crew job in a standard
15-36 is to monitor the pusher engines
for the flight engineer, but in the nu-
clear test aircraft this job had to be done
with a closed circuit television system.

Conventional aircraft electronic equip-
ment uns carried forward of the crew
compartment in an environment-con-
trolled nose compartment.
A split shielding approach was taken

to protect the crew. The crew compart-
ment itself was shielded from radiation

coming in from various directions, and
an S.000 lb. lead disk was installed in

the center of the fuselage in front of

the reactor to block direct radiation

toward the front section of the airplane.

Water Shields

In addition to lead, the reactor itself

had water shields which could be varied
in flight, lending considerable flexibility

to the test program. Each of nine
shields tanks could be drained or filled

at any time, and the lead shields on the
front of the reactor could be changed
between flights. In all, 26 combinations
were possible.

The 35,000 lb. reactor was hung in

the aft bomb bay by a single hook which
could be opened to jettison it in an
emergency. No beefing was necessary
since the bay was designed to carry a

40,000 lb. bomb load. Reactor heat
was carried off through heat exchangers

Nuclear Test Bomber Provided Valuable
Bv Craig Lewis

Ft. Worth—Under a generally low
pressure nuclear aircraft development
program, and in the face of the Soviet

feat of flying a nuclear powered bomber,
Convair tests of an operating reactor in

a modified B-36H remain the only air-

borne reactor research done in this

Convair nuclear flight test program
has now been phased out. but while it

was active it provided valuable data for

nuclear engineers and aircraft designers,

especially in the problem area of crew
shielding. It also provided vital practical

experience in the handling of radioac-

tive aircraft and airborne reactors.

Airborne nuclear work was part of a

nuclear research program. A division of

General Dynamics Corp., Convair has
conducted tests for the Air Force since

1951. Most of the work has been in the

study category, but the company is also

involved in the actual desigii of a

nuclear-powered airframe now called

CAMAL (AW Dec. 1. p. 27). Last

month. Air Materiel Command contin-

ued this work until March with a S2,-

671,557 contract. Convair's airframe

design studies have been linked to the

General Electric Co.'s nuclear power-

plant project (AW Sept. 22, p. 55).

Nuclear airframe design competition

includes Lockheed Aircraft Corp., a

company which also has done extensive

nuclear research work and which was
linked with a now-canceled United Air-

craft’s Pratt &• Whitney Aircraft Divi-

sion nuclear engine project. Air Re-

search and Development Command
now is comparing the merits of the

Convair and Lockheed design studies

and considering the award, of a proto-

type CAMAL contract.

Convair has used both ground and
airborne test reactors in its nuclear

work. Ground test reactor can be used

for testing radiation effects on mate-

rials, and it is also useful for research

on crew shielding. But ground testing

is complicated by ground scatter of the

radiation, so an airborne program was
necessary'.

Test Aircraft

Nuclear test aircraft, a modified

B-36H, made its first flight with an op-

erating nuclear reactor in September.

1955. During a program of 47 flights,

the aircraft explored the effects of air

scatter and airframe scatter on radiation

patterns. Last flight was made in March.

1957, and a few months ago the air-

craft was towed away to be scrapped,

after it was apparent that no more
USAF money would be supplied to

support more flight testing.

This year, the aircraft shield test re-

actor winch was used in the nuclear

test aircraft program was taken to Oak
Ridge National Laboratories where it

and the aircraft's crew compartment
were suspended from 300 ft. towers in

the same relative positions they had m
the aircraft. This step eliminated air-

frame scatter and provided radiation

data affected only by air scatter.

When it became evident that flight

tests would be necessary to get ade-

quate scatter effect data, the B-36 was
chosen for the program because of

its large fuselage and great payload

capacity. Nose section was removed
from a disarmed B-36H. and it was re-

placed with a nose that would accom-
modate the shielded crew compartment.
Local beefing was adequate to tic the
loads from the 1 2 ton crew capsule into

the main fuselage structure.

Shielded compartment had room for

five crew members, compared with the
normal complement of 11. Shielding

consisted of layers of lead and rubber:

lead thickness varied from i to 21 in.,

and the rubber ranged from seven to 1

7

in. thick. Only the pilots could see out.

and visibility was provided with a com-
bination of leaded glass and Plexiglas

varying in thickness From nine to 1 1 in.

Compartment was pressurized and air

conditioned.

Careful design was necessary' to avoid

radiation leakage where the cabin was
penetrated for the various systems. Con-
trol linkage used a series of concentric

rotation tubes, and electrical connec-

tions were made through disconnect

panels inside and outside the cabin

which were connected by a short harness

routed around baffle shields and potted

with a shielding material in the panel.

Emergency hydraulic reservoir and
pump was in the compartment, and
fluid was not allowed to circulate

through the radioactive part of the air-

plane because it would come back into

the compartment contaminated.

Main entrance hatch to the cabin

was a hy’dtaulically-closcd 500 lb. door

AVIATION WEEK, Deo



cooled by ram air from a scoop on each

side of the fuselage. The same system
was used to supply hot water for reactor

starting and to present freezing. In this

case, the cold air was bypassed and hot

air bled otf the B-36 tail anti-ice system.

A scale model of the crew shield was
placed in the forward bomb bay. and
shielding was varied between flights.

Data was collected from detectors inside

the model, as it was from radiation

detectors inside the crew compartment
and at various points in the aircraft.

Detectors were developed from basic

laboratory systems, then miniaturized

and adapted to the aircraft.

Data was recorded in an instrument

capsule in the forward bomb bay just

behind the crew cabin. Capsule was
maintained at standard temperature and
sea level pressure and contained 12

gamma scintillation channels and 12

neutron detector channels, as well as

voltage and frequency monitoring equip-

ment for all the instrumentation elec-

trical power. Analog to digital 24 chan-

nel tape recording system recorded in

cycles and could take 27.200 data points

on a 12 hr. flight.

Instrumentation systems, air condi-

tioning. moderator and shield transfer

pumps and related equipment took

about 30 kw. of aircraft electrical power,

but this was no strain on the aircraft’s

four 30 kw. alternators.

The aircraft shield test reactor was

designed and built here by Convair. It

was designed to be flexible enough to

operate both on the ground and in an

aircraft at altitudes up to 40,000 ft. and

power levels up to 1.000 kw. It is water

cooled, moderated and reflected, and its

core is made up of MTR-type fuel ele-

ments containing enriched uranium.

The reactor has three control rods

which are withdrawn against springs

when the reactor is taken, to power.

This means they can be released to

travel back into the core regardless of

reactor attitude.

Designed solclv as a radiation source

for working on shielding and handling

problems, ithe reactor has no relation

to an actual aircraft propulsion system.

Its power level is substantially lower

than the power which would be re-

quired for a propulsion unit and it was

designed to operate in any position, but
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AiResearch gas turbines proved
most versatile and reliable...

AiResearch Gas Turbines are used in

hundreds of applications: auxiliary

power and ground support for missile

systems, military and commercial air-

craft; main engine starting, electrical

and pneumatic power, air condition-

ing, pressurization, pre-flight check-

out, snow and ice removal; prime

power for helicopters; variety of

ground applicationsor aboard aircraft

for mobile or stationary use.

Advantages: these lightweight units

are air transportable as fixed installa-

tions, detachable pods or portable

vehicles; supply low pressure air and
shaft power from 30 H.P. to 850 H.P.

;

provide variety of electrical power —
9 to 150 KW, 60, 400 and 1200 CPS.
AC or DC; have highly refined self-

regulating controls and operate in any

weather; have instant push-button

starting; lime between overhauls 1000

hours or 3000 starts.

Your inquiries are invited.

AResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona

Systems, Packages and Components for: aircraft, missile, electronic, nuclear a INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS



BENDIX IGNITION SYSTEMS—FOR THE BEST IN JETS

The powerful Curtiss-Wright J65 jet engine

shown here is equipped with the Bendix TMGLN
ignition system, the first self-contained ignition

system to be developed for jet engines.

Produced by Scintilla Division of Bendix

Aviation Corporation, it is one of a variety of

types of ignition systems designed and manu-

factured by this division for the large, modern

turbojet and turboprop engines.

The Curtiss-WrightJ65 is one of the outstand-

ing high-performance jet engines in service today

and provides the power for a variety of high-

performance military aircraft.

Scintilla Division

normally only with the core horizontal.

Maintenance and operation of the re-

actor was carefully planned and carried

out in an isolated, heavily secured area,

facilities and procedures used bv Con-
vair in maintaining the reactor and in

loading and unloading it during flight

operations provide valuable experience

in planning eventual operation of a nu-

clear-powercd aircraft.

For maintenance and some ground
test programs, the test reactor was kept

in the bottom of a handling tank that

could be filled with water to shield per-

sonnel. It rested on a rotatable cradle

which could be tilted so each end of the

reactor was accessible for work by re-

mote handling tools. When mainten-

ance work was complete, it rested

horizontally on its cradle and was ready

Reactor Handling

Roof of the building housing the

handling tank was rolled back, and a

gantry crane picked up the reactor. The
crane operator sat in a shielded cab and
had remote control over all movements
of the hook supporting the reactor. The
crane removed the reactor from the

maintenance building and moved it to

the loading pit in the ramp area.

The reactor was placed on a hydraulic

lift platform which extended from the

loading pit. then was lowered into the

pit where it was covered by 7 in. steel

doors. This pit has a shielded control

room from which the reactor could be
observed, and a preflight check was car-

ried out here to make sure that all drive

motors were functioning, all instru-

mentation was registering properly and
that all the control rods could be with-

drawn. Core and shield tanks has been
filled with water, and the reactor then
was ready to be loaded.

Nuclear test aircraft was towed to the
reactor area by a shielded tow vehicle,

and one main gear chocked on a turn-

table. The aircraft was towed around in

a tight circle until it was over the load-

ing pit, then all personnel retired to

shielded area during the loading opera-

tion, a period of about 20 min.
Loading operator in the pit control

room opened the doors and began the

job of aligning the reactor so that all

latches and quick-disconnect panels

mated. Reactor panels connected with

panels in the aircraft and provided the

crew with control over the water trans-

fer and electronics systems. Lift is com-
prised of four movable platforms to
permit precise alignment.

When the lift reached a certain

point, probes on each end were ex-

tended until they engaged in their mat-
ing places in the reactor bay. and in-

dicators showed the lift operator any
degree of misalignment. When prop-

erly aligned, the reactor wars driven into

the bay and latched in place. The lift

was lowered into the pit and the bomb
bay doors closed, leaving the NB-36I1
ready for flight.

Planned sequence of steps in pre-

flighting a test flight started 48 hr. be-

fore takeoff when work began in the

handling tank to ready the test reactor

for flight. At the same time, a com-
plete preflight inspection was started

on the test aircraft, and special test

equipment was checked out. Convair
engineer G. G. Johnson said this thor-

ough preflight program paid off in

flight results which show that no flights

were ever terminated because of a fail-

ure in the complex instrumentation

systems used in the aircraft test pro-

gram.

Several hours elapsed between load-

ing of the reactor and actual takeoff.

Final checkout of the airplane, reactor

and nuclear instruments was made dur-

ing this period, and escort aircraft were
checked out at the same time. Mod-
erator water was drained from the re-

actor core before takeoff as a safety pre-

caution.

NB-56I1 was taxied from the reactor

isolation area, crew-checked for flight

readiness, then took off on its mission

at a gross weight of 367.000 lb. 'Hie
test aircraft had to fly to a prescribed

flight corridor in its West Texas-New
Mexico test area, and during this time
the reactor engineer prepared the reac-

tor and auxiliary systems for operation

while the flight test engineer prepared

data gathering gear.

Flights were monitored from a Boe-
ing B-50 chase plane which could

observe the NB-3611 in flight and
which carried nuclear instrumentation

for mapping radiation fields around the

nuclear test aircraft. An Air Force
transport also accompanied the aircraft

on its test flights carrying a team of

paramedics which could parachute to

the ground to isolate and monitor any
area where the reactor might have to

be jettisoned in an emergency.
When the aircraft arrived in the

test area, the core of the reactor was
filled with water, and the control rods

were withdrawn to start it operating.

Data was taken at several altitudes and
with various power levels and shield

configurations. Measurements were

taken by the nuclear engineer in the

crew compartment, as well as at various

remote points in the aircraft.

Low Level Run

One flight was made outside the

regular test corridor. On a day when
atmospheric conditions were favorable,

a low level run was made over the

Gulf of Mexico. Air scattering data

was gathered at a pressure altitude

near sea level, while the airplane was
high enough to avoid ground scatter-

ing effect.

Air scatter data was measured on the

runs by the B-50. Using its modified

AN/APG 32 radar, the chase plane

established the range between itself and
the test aircraft and recorded detailed

mapping information on radiation field

intensities. B-50 pilots found they

could maintain range between the air-

craft by watching a portable radiation

monitoring instrument which showed
changes in radiation intensity.

Wien a data run was completed, the

reactor was shut down by scramming
the control rods, and the aircraft re-

turned to the Convair facility here.

Cooling water was circulated through

the reactor core during the return trip

to remove the after-heat, and moderator

water was drained from the core before

landing.

Skywarrior ECM Version

Makes Initial Flight

First flight of A3D-2Q. electronic

counter-measure version of Douglas Sky-

warrior, was made from Los Angeles

International Airport to Edwards AFB,
Calif., with test pilot Calvin Shoemaker

at controls. Plane is powered by Pratt

dr Whitney J 57 turbojet engines.

Schedule for Douglas El Segundo
plant is to build between 20 and 30 of

the aircraft which will carry at least four

persons.

AVIATION WEEK, 22, 1953



RADIOPLANE RP-76 SIMULATES NEAR-SONIC ENEMY

...ARMY MISSILEMEN SCORE HIT IN FIRST FIRING!

Place: Red Canyon Range. New Mexico. Time: minutes alter an RP-76 high-altitude

air-launching by Radioplane personnel. Event: Army missilemen sight RP-76 simulating

an enemy weapon system approaching at Mach 0.9. They fire—for the first lime against

an RP-76-seore a direct hit.

Responsible: the men of Battery C. 1st Missile Battalion (Nike-Ajax). 56lh Artillery',

U.S.Army Defense Command; the men ofRadioplane’s contractor-operated flight service

program, backed by the more than 2,500 Radioplane drone specialists who designed and

produced the RP-76.

This Army-Radioplane achievement typifies the result of Radioplane teamwork with all

of the U. S. Armed Forces. Other current examples in development: the supersonic

USAF-XQ-4A weapon evaluation target drone and the U.S. Navy's XKD4R-1 rocket

target, two more members of Radioplane’s complete drone family.

RADIOPLANE
VAN Nurs, CALIFORNIA, AND EL PASO, TEXAS

A Division ot Northrop Aircraft. Inc.

VENTRAL fin design permits free passage of turbine exhaust gases. Note large windows on elanislicll doors, for rearward vision.

H-43B Tailored to USAF Rescue Concept
By Erwin J. Bulban

Bloomfield, Conn.—Design of Kaman
II-43B lluskic turbine-powered helicop-

ter, which was formally rolled out here

last week, is keved primarily to U. S. Air

Force concept of employing rotary wing
aircraft throughout its commands as

crash-rescue vehicles to reduce loss of

valuable flight personnel.

Kaman engineers sought to provide

maximum crash-rescue capabilities in

the new H-43B built on experience

from live demonstrations of helicopter

rescue capabilities, including the fire-

fighting role, and on results of evalua-

tion bv an experienced USAF pilot

team of its earlier piston-powered I I-43A

—a re-equipped but basically similar

version of the Navy’s HOK-1.
USAF's initial intent was to procure

a quantity of local crash-rescue (LCR)
helicopters on an "off-the-shelf" basis,

but evaluation indicated that existing

equipment was marginal as regards

range, or cabin space, altitude perform-

ance or handling characteristics in rela-

tion to mission requirements.

H-43A scored high in the evaluation

and was recommended choice of the

Air Force team with some criticism

aimed at range and cabin capacitv;

USAF ordered 18 H-43As.

To improve the I4-43A’s characteris-

tics for the crash-rescue mission, Kaman
engineers considered use of the Lycom-
ing TS3 turbine to replace the lower-

powered, heavier Pratt & Whitney
R 1340-48 piston engine, increased fuel

and cabin capacity and incorporation of

other ideas that would tailor the aircraft

to the job.

H-43B characteristics exceeded Air

Force requirements and USAF followed

its initial I4-43A order with contract

covering procurement, of 98 Il-43Bs.

Tentative distribution will be: Air Re-

search and Development Command. 6
IT-43Bs; Strategic Air Command, 34

M-43Bs; Air Defense Command,
33 !I-43Bs: Air Materiel Command. 10
Il-43Bs; Air Training Command, 6
H-43Bs; Military Air Transport Service,

5 H-43Bs; Tactical Air Command, 4
ll-43Bs and IS II-43As. Total dollar

volume of II-43A and I1-43B contracts

is over S20 million. Both models arc in

quantity production: initial II-43A was

delivered in November and first H-43B
will be delivered in mid-1959.

Complete redesign of the basic HOK
configuration, incorporating the Ly-

coming T53-L-1A turbine, provides the

H-43B with approximately twice the

cubic capacity of the earlier model.

Smaller, lighter T53 is installed above

DISTANCE between rotor hubs is increased

25% over H-43A, reducing blade coning

angle, increasing couple and turn moments.



HI-LOKS INCREASE FASTENER

EFFICIENCY WITH SIMPLICITY
Because of its basic simplicity, the new light

weight Hi-Lok is a highly efficient, high strength

fastener capable of meeting the ever increasing

structural and temperature requirements of air-

craft and missiles.

A consistent design preload is maintained in each

installed Hi-Lok fastener. This outstanding fea-

ture is attained by the automatic torque-off of the

wrenching end of the collar during installation.

In addition, the elimination of the wrenching end

reduces the weight of the installed Hi-Lok collar

to the minimum material necessary to grip the pin.

The Hi-Lok installation is fast, silent and is done

with standard high speed air drivers fitted with

Hi-Lok tools. The consistent, controlled preload

and collar torque-off features make the Hi-Lok

well suited to automatic riveting techniques.

Extensive physical testing has proven the relia-

bility of the Hi-Lok in aluminum, alloy steels,

stainless steels, and titanium combinations. Con-

tinuing research is being conducted with other

types of materials.

Contact your Engineering Standards

Hi-Lok fastener ...or write to us.

rivet tool company
T 247TH STREET, TORRANCE • CALIFORNIA

the fuselage, freeing the entire rear of

the aircraft for additional carrying

capacity and also permits use of clam-
shell type doors allowing easier entrance

New fuselage provides a maximum
width of 63 in. and 46 in. of headroom.
Basic makeup is a torsion box formed
by roof and tub (belly) structures

bounded by two main members built up
of aluminum sheet and angles; a for-

ward bulkhead canted from Station

7S.4 at the floor line to Station 93.8

at the top deck, and a rear main frame
canted from Station 156 at the floor

line that jogs at the sill line and hits

the top deck at Station 142.8. Other
frames are built-up webs and extruded
angles or are sheetmetal members
formed on Hvdropress. Torsion box
structure is designed to offset vibration

H-43B Crash
Bloomfield, Conn. -No. 2 Kaman

H-43B Huskic crash-rescue helicopter,

scheduled to participate in an official

rollout here Dec. 16. crashed near the

conclusion of a rigging and tracking test

flight Dec. 14. killing senior engineer-

ouslv injuring Winfield R. Newton, chief

Charles Kaman, presidont of Kaman
Aircraft Corp., said that the H-43B was

flying at about 30-40 nipli. at some 30

ft. altitude when he saw a "ball of flame”

appear atop the fuselage between the

the area and the helicopter nosed down-

ward, breaking up until it struck the

ground. Newton was thrown clear of the

wreckage.

Investigation is under way with Ka-

of the T53 powcrplant-participating.

K i 1 1 c I t I 1 1 rollout ceremo-

nies using No. 1 H-43B, which had been

and resonance stresses primarily imposed
by the rotor.

Basic main assemblies comprise the

tub structure, the overhead deck struc-

ture and side panels. Deck structure

supports the transmission, which is at-

tached by means of angle fittings riveted

to main frames and braced to fore and
aft bulkhead and main frame. Flooring

and roof are aluminum honeycomb
panels; the roof panels hinged at the

fuselage sides to open downward from
the centerline and expose approximately

S0% of the roof area. Floor panels,

having tic-downs for cargo and seats,

provide access to fuel cells mounted in

the tub between Stations 80-156. Fuel

capacity is 198 gal. of JP-4; fuel is car-

ried in two flexible interconnected cells

that form one tank. Normal tankage

requirement to meet USAF 75-mi.

crash-rescue mission would 168 gal.,

Kaman notes. II-43B can also be fitted

With auxiliary fuel tanks providing an
additional 100 gal.

Cockpit and bubble nose arc carried

on a platform extension of the tub struc-

carries torsion loads of the large bubble.

Two tail booms and the engine sup-

port structure are built as one unit and
brought up and attached to the top

deck by two tension bolts on each
boom. Turbine powcrplant is carried on
a platform located between the tail

booms and mounted on transverse

beams.
Tail section of the H-43B comprises

end-plate type fins and controllable rud-

ders and two ventral fins on the boom
center lines. Rudders, a feature of the

II-43B design, are controlled by an auto-

matic stabilization augmentof device, so

that as speed decreases, input from a

"black box” increases to provide more
effective control at low speeds. Plan is

to provide airplane handling character-

istics throughout the entire speed range:

Kaman engineers told Aviation Week
that on "breadboard" models of the sys-

A/OU/spin-SECOND ACCURACY
IN AIRCRAFT CLOCKS

fUTECLOCK

Sphinx•American =

NOW LEASING
Last of Southern California's

AIRPORT
INDUSTRIAL

.

SITES'

served by 3 airlines,

3 transcontinental railroads.

• Strategically located on Los
Angeles freeway system.

• Ideal residential, recreational and
cultural facilities.

• Ample labor force and utilities.

• Airport neighbors include General
Electric, Lockheed Service Corp.,
and Aerojet-General Corp.

Act today. Write for complete details to:

ov

INTERNATIONAL
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reliable heat for

The Janitrol line of liquid heaters provides versatile

packages ranging in capacity from 90,000 to 1,000,000

Btu per hour. They provide reliable heat— at specified

temperature—for vaporizing or maintaining temperatures

of missile fuels, for instant engine starts in any weather,

windshield defrosting, comfort for personnel, cargo and

equipment protection.

Liquid heater reliability is a result of refinement and

design simplification over a period of ten years of produc-

tion. Proved in Arctic and Antarctic use, they are already

serving in fire crash trucks, prime movers, ice removal

units, and in heating decontamination and cleaning fluids.

We’d like to discuss with you any heat requirements

you have for missile handling and ground support equip-

ment or vehicles— for fuel processing or for protection

of equipment and personnel. Call in your Janitrol

representative.

Janitrol Aircraft Division, Surface Combustion Corp.,

Columbus 4, Ohio.
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NEW AVIATION PRODUCTS
Inertia Reel Seat Belt

Airline scat belt with inertia reel

similar in principle to that used in

military aircraft shoulder harnesses per-

mits freedom of body movement yet

safety in the event of sudden loads.

It is thought that the freedom of the

belt will encourage passengers to keep
belt fastened, particularly when sleep-

ing.

Inertia reel weighs 1 1 oz. and is

1J in. in diameter. Mechanism locks

on an acceleration of approximately

SG, and is effective in less than 1 iii.

of travel. Belt retracts into reel when
not in use, leasing about 1 5 in. pro-

jecting so that it may be easily grasped
by passengers.

The Acrothcrm Corp., Bantam,

Air Duct Cooler

1 Ieat exchanger pre-cools engine bleed

air for air conditioning system prior

to passage to the wing fuel cells of the
Hoeing B-52G. licit exchanger reduces

air temperature, which fluctuates as high

as 750F, to 4501'' without electrical

Ram air passing over the tube-type

welded and brazed stainless steel ex-

changer is regulated by a modulating
valve which responds to a sensor in the
bleed air outlet. Jet pump induces
sufficient cooling airflow at low speeds
and during ground operation. Pre-

cooler weighs 50 lb., handles 100 lb.

of air per minute at about 135 psig.

AiRcsearch Manufacturing Division,

9851 Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles,

Calif.

Section-Profile Projector

Projection instrument for inspection

of turbine blades will enable an oper-

ator to measure dimensions to within
.0005 in. and twist to 5 min. of arc,

according to the maker.

Two mercury vapor lamps illuminate

both sides of the blade. Two lens sys-

tems at 35 deg. on both sides of the

turbine blade prevent interference by
blade twist and permit inspection of

long blades. Mirror system and Fresnel

bi-prism redirect the image to correctly

Uninterrupted Power Supply Generator
Standby generator provides uninterrupted power to 100 kw. for missile tracking sta-

tions and other constant |>owcr applications. Diesel-powered unit, produced by Consoli-

dated Diesel Electric Co., restores full voltage in less than 1.5 milliseconds and does not

permit a voltage drop of more than 70% of normal. Flywheel supplies inertia until

to 1.500 power loss cycles without failure.

enter the projection lens. Blade section

contour appears on a screen as a dark

image outlined by a bright band of

light. Projector will inspect work to

16 in. in length, with 21 in. of chord

and 45 or more degrees of twist.

Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State St.,

Rochester 4, N. Y.

Floating Locknut

Miniature, deep counterbore floating

locknut is designed for access doors and
openings where different thicknesses of

material ordinarily would require shims.
Model MF19058 locknut has shorter,

narrower lugs and is 30 to 39% lighter

than standard lightweight deep counter-

bore locknuts, the maker states.

Kaylock Division of Kavnar Mfg. Co.,

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

reading directly. Clock will avoid con-
fusion in filing flight plans in Green-
wich time, the maker states.

Spring-wound eight-day type clock

fits in standard 24 in. panel hole.

Allied Instrument Co., 8238 Ttave-
lair, Houston 17, Tex.

Bomb-Rocket Rack

Combination bomb rack and rocket

launcher, designed to BuAcr specifica-

tions, can carry any standard two-lug,

14 in. suspended store weighing 500 lb.

or less. This includes bombs, mines,
rockets, rocket pods, expendable fuel

Aircraft Clock

Aircraft clock presents Greenwich
Mean Time on inner 24 hr. (twice

around) dial and local time on outer

dial. Local time zone adjustments are

made by shifting the outer bezel and
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Anti-Icing Compounds
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Rack weighs under 26 lb. terns.

Lycoming Division of Aveo Mfg. Bostwick compound #400, of higher

County Airport, White Plains, N. Y.
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WHO'S WHERE

Major Southern California

missile operation has

immediate openings

for qualified graduate

engineers with experience in

Instrumentation Systems
with general knowledge of missile systems, including

propulsion, guidance, structures and electrical systems.

Guidance Systems
Experienced in research and testing of practical hardware, and

with mathematical background for systems analysis.

Flight Test
Background should qualify for planning and formulating

entire flight test programs.

Aerodynamics
to determine

id control

MISSILE DIVISION
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.



Brilliant Ground-floor

Opportunities for

SEVEN
HIGH-LEVEL

ENGINEERS

in a New Creative

Missile Group

IN SUNNY SAN DIEGO



EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Outstanding

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Now Available

DESIGNERS:

Must be able to make layouts of major structural as-

semblies including: the coordination of stress, weight,

and manufacturing requirements. Structural assem-

blies will be of steel honeycomb construction.

STRESS ANALYSTS:

Must be able to direct the stress analysis of a major
airframe assembly utilizing steel honeycomb struc-

ture. Also must be able to compute basic loads and
direct the static test program for demonstrating the

structural integrity of the assembly.

"You'll like working at Cessna,

Ask any Cessna Employee"

MATERIAL AND PROCESSES ENGINEER:

Must have a thorough knowledge of steel honeycomb
structure of the various processes involved in fabri-

cating this type of structure. Must have a thorough
knowledge of stainless steel, titanium alloys, tool

steels, high temperature application of greases,

fluids, bearings, etc.

RESEARCH ENGINEERING:

Opening in Propulsion, Dynamics, Acoustical and
Metallurgical.

Please reply to:

Cessna Aircraft Company
Military Division

P.O. Box 1977
Wichita, Kansas

A major east coast firm must

combine the professional skills of chemistry

and engineering in the position of

DIRECTOR—LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
G. B. ELECTRONICS CORP.

in order to effectively manage a group

engagetl in research, design and develop-

ment of systems and equipment needed

TO SUSTAIN LIFE IN SPACE VEHICLES

by utilizing inorganic chemistry rever-

sals; this unique man must have knowl-

edge and/or experience in the fields of

both environmental medicine and design

engineering.

Please submit qualifications t

Your Inquiries to Advertisers

Will Have Special Value . . .

rtlue—to YOU.

AVIATION WEEK, December 22, 1958

Searchlight Section ADVERTISING

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE
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SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

AVCO—PIONEER IN RE-ENTRY— IS EXPLORING

NEW APPROACHES TO SPACE AND MISSILE TECHNOLOGY

64
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LETTERS
Soviet Nuclear Plane
Upon receiving my copy of Aviation

Week today. I immediately ran across and
read with a great deal of interest your
timely and surprisingly frank article on
the Soviet nnelear-powered bomber (AW
Dec. 1, p. 27).

1 feel I would he doing your line editorial

and my personal feelings a gieat injustice if

commend vou on^ns editorial. Though I

have never been stwed to write the Editor

a letter. 1 feel that this is certainly the time,

or better still, far past time.

Being a naval aviator currently flying high
performance aircraft. I have always been

amazed and disappointed at the lack ol

interest, effort, and the relatively cold

shoulder offered to the research and develop-

ment of nuclear flying. When the subject

is approached among professional aviators

it is merely shrugged off with the comment,
"that's years in the future." Though I can-

not say for certain. I believe I would not be

nation's fenders perhaps hold the same
opinion and there the subject ends.

Indeed, this is and has been a fallacy for

so long that now we are once again faced

with another Soviet triumph in an ever

growing scries of triumphs.

As late as this week when the newspapers

carried the accounts of the Russian proto-

tvpc nuclear bomber my contemporaries still

seemed unconcerned. I shall heartily recom-

mend your article on this subject to each

and every one of them, and in turn I hope
someone recommends to our nation's leaders

that we are far past the time of lethargic

davdreaming and drastic military spending

cutbacks.

This letter will probably seem to step on

many toes and so I will ask my name to be

withheld, and instead trv to convince more
people that your article and any others

along these same lines state the actual facts

—the sad. discouraging facts— that once

dollars too short.

A Conceknko Naval Aviator
Lt.. USN
San [osc. Calif.

The enclosed clipping (Baltimore Sun.

Dec. 1
.
p. 1 )

quotes your magazine as say-

ing that the Russians now are testing a

prototype of an atomic-powered airplane. 1

am dismayed but not surprised to see them
get ahead of us.

In my six years as an aircraft design engi-

neer, much of the time the whole engineer-

ing department would be in a stupor from

casilv correctible air contamination. This

was true of both a large East Coast aircraft

plant and one of the largest West Coast

aircraft plants. Conversations with other

engineers in other aircraft plants indicate

that such conditions are general throughout

the industry. The situations are caused by

careless architectural practices that ignore

the entry of airborne toxicity into the

ventilating systems. The so-called air-con-

ditioned building is particularly vulnerable.

F.ngineering focus anil concentration are two

of its rrollers on Ihr issues raised in the
mattasine's etlilorial columns. tillin'**

Idlers to the lulitor. Aviation Week.
330 W. 12nd St.. New York 36. N. Y.
Trv to keep letters antler 300 wortls anil

not print anonymous letters, hut names

ol the first things that disappear with loxic-

Thc medical, safety and industrial hy-

giene people seem to become both rigid

and addicted to these things and refuse to

help correct or even inspect the condition

I have been told that the Russians have

stricter standards than wc do for air con-

tamination. Theirs are based on minor
brain function impairment while ours, with
a few exceptions, arc based on gross organic

damage.
If this is true they can beat us by the

simple expedient of letting us defeat our-

selves with poor air hygiene. Our culture

may die with a whimper rather than a bang.

I do not exaggerate. The truth is bad
enough.

Your courageous news reporting is of

utmost importance to our survival. Keep

Chemical Engineer
Martinsburg. W. Va.

Your overwhelming article on the Soviet

nuclear homher (AW Dec. 1. p. 27) may
well provide the Mated stimulus the U. S.

program has lacked to date. Certainly, when
the Russian aircraft cruises by for the third

time without lauding, even the most nais'c

observer will have despaired at the cracker

barrel homilies (circa lb") of the "shite-

poke." a bird that flies slowly with both feet

in its mouth. One wonders if. in the pres-

ent twilight of our mrernatioiial splendor,

lie would now be willing to walk a mile for

a CAMAL.
The balance of the Dec. 1 issue (devoted

to strikes. CAB disputes, and space-toys-we-

arc - going - to -have - for - Christmas-someday

)

pales in comparison. Unfortunately, it seises

to clearlv distinguish the technological

merits of a government svstem which is

repugnant to ns.

Whatever happened to the (W)right

brothers.

USAE Major
McGuire AEB
Trenton. X. J.

Project Management
Two references to technology manage-

ment in votir issue of Nov. 10 prompt this

suggestion.

On p. 26 Navy Capt. Robert C. Truax,

an AREA military assistant, is quoted as

advocating the establishment of a com-

bined ARPA-NASA technical planning and

management eronp to include the man of

vision, the big picture systems man who has

a grasp of costs as well as hardware, and

specialists in all the fields of technology

that contribute to space flight."

On p. 126 an aeronautical engineer in a

letter to the Editor complains about lagging

technological projects and states, "Our en-

gineering managers more or less grow like

I'opsy, and this is rather home out by our
loss of technological margins with the Rus-

sians. our slippage m schedules, high de-

velopment costs, and inadequacy of some
of our first line weapon systems."

At the same time the display of employ-

ment opportunities advertising on p. 11s

through 122 is exclusively devoted to pleas

for engineers, including a chief aerodyna-

micist with 12 to 15 years engineering ex-

perience, without a single word devoted to

any requirement for management skills. It

i
[ difficult to believe that industrial concerns
with weapon svstem management responsi-

bilities consider their management systems

to be adequate. Many senior executives in

this area must shudder when they contem-
plate the void which exists between their

own level of operations and the techno-

logical manaacmciit level concerned with

project and sub-project development.
While every effort should be made to

develop competent technological managers,

it is questionable that we can afford the

1 0-year waiting period recommended by the

aeronautical engineer. It is also question-

able that 12 to 15 years as a technologist

qualifies an individual to manage a tcch-

Therc is only one constructive solution

to this apparent dilemma. It behooves senior

executives of firms responsible for weapon
system technology to seek out and employ
for management purposes, individuals who
are trained and experienced in management

It is proposed that lack of specific

technological training or experience will be

no obstacle to the application of manage-

ment techniques by one who lias a firm

grasp of such techniques. Numerous in-

stances can be cited of the successful man-
agement of engineering personnel by non-

engineering qualified managers.

It seems probable that better manago
merit would result in requirements for

fewer technicians and would greatly speed

and improve the attaintaimnent of our tech-

nological targets.

I- K. CRUDE!.
U. S. Army Transportation

Snpplv & Maintenance Command
St. Louis, Mo.

Facts as They Are
I've just read the comments of George

W. Sager of Williamsburg. Va. (AW Nov.

24, p. 126), concerning the letter "Light-

plane Rules" written by II. B. Davis of

Burbank. Calif.

It's really refreshing to see a ray of

practical common sense projected into an

area of vague, exaggerated gchliledygook

—

especially when it comes from someone

like Mr. Sager, who's not a professional air-

man but who's still able to look at the

facts as they are. not as someone would like

to have them appear.

Max Karant
Vice President

Aircraft Owners and Pilots Assn.

Washington. D. C.
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...beautiful ...gorgeous ...what climb!

... lia- ...bull!

High-flying, high-cost investments deserve protection. The best policy is

pre-flight testing that checks out vital avionic systems on the ground . . . insures

expensive ventures into space. Look to INET for the precise electrical power you
can wheel right out on the flight line ... in a single, custom-made package.

NEXT TIME. ..LOOK TO INET

FOR PROVEN RELIABILITY
This INET unit was tailor-made for one of the

latest Air Force Fighter-Interceptors. In seconds

it brings to life all the avionic systems the plane

will carry aloft. The unit provides eight power

outputs for separately generated 1,600-cycle,

400-cycle, and DC power at closely regulated

voltages for power supply, instrumentation

checkout, and equipment testing.

> Engineers desiring a special reprint of the above

cartoon should write to: “FLAME-OUT”
c/o Inet Division of Leach.

INET DIVISION LEACH CORPORATION
18435 SUSANA ROAD, COMPTON, CALIFORNIA
DISTRICT OFFICES AND FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S. AND CANADA
EXPORT: LEACH CORPORATION. INTERNATIONAL DIVISION



SPACE AGE ALCHEMY

New materials, capable of withstanding
extremely high temperatures and encom-
passing properties that meet specific

requirements are now being created at

Servomechanisms’ Research Laboratory.

SMI’s research has been in the field of solid

state physics, wherein the study of basic

atomic and molecular properties of matter

has resulted in materials that can actually

be designed to accomplish specific tasks.

The challenging space age will depend
heavily upon such techniques.

Major scientific break-throughs in the

"State of the Art” have already resulted in

new materials capable of operating at

5OO 0C and new investigations indicate that

this upper limit may be extended to IOOO°C.
The above illustration pictures an experi-

mental hot press, developed by SMI, for

basic investigations into these new mater-

ials. The press subjects various compounds
to 3,600°C and 6,000 PSI in a vacuum
or inert gas.

These new advances are providing posi-

tive supportto the ever-increasing require-

ments of the Department of Defense. The
expanding Research Laboratory facilities

are ready to assist you in your advanced
scientific programs.

GENERAL OFFICES
12500 Aviation Boulevard, Hawthorne, California

SUBSYSTEMS DIVISION MECHATROL DIVISION SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION RESEARCH LABORATORY
Hawthorne. California Westbu ry, L. I., New York Hawthorne. California Goleta. California

The products o/SMI are available in Canada and throughout the world through Servomechanisms (Canada) Limited. Toronto 15. Ontario.


